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Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

A 

ABATERS AABERST ABATER, one that abates (to reduce in degree or intensity) [n] 

ABATING AABGINT ABATE, to reduce in degree or intensity [v] 

ABELIAN AABEILN being commutative group in mathematics [adj] 

ABEYANT AABENTY marked by abeyance (temporary inactivity) [adj] 

ABFARAD AAABDFR unit of capacitance [n -S] 

ABHENRY ABEHNRY unit of inductance [n -S, -RIES] 

ABOULIA AABILOU abulia (loss of willpower) [n -S] 

ABOULIC ABCILOU ABOULIA, abulia (loss of willpower) [adj] 

ABOUNDS ABDNOSU ABOUND, to have large number or amount [v] 

ABRIDGE ABDEGIR to reduce length of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ABSENCE ABCEENS state of being away [n -S] 

ABVOLTS ABLOSTV ABVOLT, unit of electromotive force [n] 

ABWATTS AABSTTW ABWATT, unit of power [n] 

ABYSMAL AABLMSY immeasurably deep [adj] 

ABYSSAL AABLSSY ABYSS, bottomless chasm [adj] 

ABYSSES ABESSSY ABYSS, bottomless chasm [n] 

ACAPNIA AAACINP lack of carbon dioxide in blood and tissues [n -S] 

ACCIDIA AACCDII acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n -S] 

ACCIDIE ACCDEII acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n -S] 

ACCRUAL AACCLRU act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n -S] 

ACCRUED ACCDERU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCRUES ACCERSU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACERBER ABCEERR ACERB, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

ACHIEST ACEHIST ACHY, aching [adj] 

ACIDITY ACDIITY sourness (quality or state of being sour) [n -TIES] 

ACMATIC AACCIMT ACME, highest point [adj] 

ACNODES ACDENOS ACNODE, element of mathematical set that is isolated from other elements [n] 

ACREAGE AACEEGR area in acres [n -S] 

ACRIDER ACDEIRR ACRID, sharp and harsh to taste or smell [adj] 

ACRIDLY ACDILRY in acrid (sharp and harsh to taste or smell) manner [adv] 

ACROTIC ACCIORT ACROTISM, weakness of pulse [adj] 

ACTUARY AACRTUY statistician who computes insurance risks and premiums [n -RIES] 

ACUMENS ACEMNSU ACUMEN, mental keenness [n] 

ACUTELY ACELTUY ACUTE, marked by sharpness or severity [adv] 

ACUTEST ACESTTU ACUTE, marked by sharpness or severity [adj] 

ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely hard substance [n -S]  

ADDABLE AABDDEL ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase [adj] 

ADDAXES AADDESX ADDAX, large antelope [n] 

ADDEDLY ADDDELY additionally (in additional (pertaining to addition (something added)) manner) [adv] 

ADDENDS ADDDENS ADDEND, number to be added to another [n] 

ADDIBLE ABDDEIL capable of being added [adj] 

ADEPTER ADEEPRT ADEPT, highly skilled [adj] 

ADEPTLY ADELPTY ADEPT, highly skilled [adv] 

ADJOINT ADIJNOT type of mathematical matrix [n -S] 

AEONIAN AAEINNO eonian (everlasting) [adj] 
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AERIEST AEEIRST AERY, airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

AFFABLY AABFFLY AFFABLE, easy to talk to [adv] 

AFTMOST AFMOSTT nearest stern [adj] 

AGEINGS AEGGINS AGEING, aging (process of growing old) [n] 

AGELESS AEEGLSS never growing old [adj] 

AGELONG AEGGLNO lasting for long time [adj] 

AGNOSIA AAGINOS loss of ability to recognize familiar objects [n -S] 

AGONIES AEGINOS AGONY, extreme pain [n] 

AGONISE AEGINOS to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AGONIZE AEGINOZ to suffer extreme pain [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AIDLESS ADEILSS helpless (defenseless) [adj] 

AIMLESS AEILMSS lacking direction or purpose [adj] 

AIRIEST AEIIRST AIRY, having nature of air [adj] 

AIRLESS AEILRSS having no air [adj] 

AIRSOME AEIMORS cold (having little or no warmth) [adj] 

AIRWISE AEIIRSW skillful in aviation [adj] 

AKRASIA AAAIKRS acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S] 

AKRATIC AACIKRT AKRASIA, acrasia (lack of self-control) [adj] 

ALBEDOS ABDELOS ALBEDO, ratio of light reflected by planet to that received by it [n] 

ALBINAL AABILLN albinic (pertaining to albinism (condition of being albino (lacking normal pigmentation)) [adj] 

ALBINIC ABCIILN pertaining to albinism (condition of being albino (lacking normal pigmentation)) [adj] 

ALBINOS ABILNOS ALBINO, organism lacking normal pigmentation [n] 

ALERTER AEELRRT ALERT, ready for sudden action [adj] 

ALEXIAS AAEILSX ALEXIA, cerebral disorder marked by loss of ability to read [n] 

ALGEBRA AABEGLR branch of mathematics [n -S] 

ALIDADE AADDEIL device used in angular measurement [n -S] 

ALIDADS AADDILS ALIDAD, alidade (device used in angular measurement) [n] 

ALIQUOT AILOQTU number that divides evenly into another [n -S] 

ALLAYED AADELLY ALLAY, to reduce in intensity or severity [v] 

ALLAYER AAELLRY one that allays (to reduce in intensity or severity) [n -S] 

ALLEGRO AEGLLOR musical passage played in rapid tempo [n -S] 

ALLERGY AEGLLRY state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things [n -GIES] 

ALLOBAR AABLLOR change in barometric pressure [n -S] 

ALMUDES ADELMSU ALMUDE, almud (Spanish unit of capacity) [n] 

ALODIAL AADILLO ALODIUM, allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [adj] 

ALODIUM ADILMOU allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [n -IA] 

ALOOFLY AFLLOOY ALOOF, distant in interest or feeling [adv] 

ALREADY AADELRY by this time [adv] 

AMENTIA AAEIMNT mental deficiency [n -S] 

AMENTUM AEMMNTU ament (mentally deficient person) [n -TA] 

AMITIES AEIIMST AMITY, friendship (state of being friend) [n] 

AMMETER AEEMMRT instrument for measuring amperage [n -S] 

AMNESIA AAEIMNS loss of memory [n -S] 

AMOUNTS AMNOSTU AMOUNT, to combine to yield sum [v] 

AMPERES AEEMPRS AMPERE, unit of electric current strength [n] 

AMPLEST AELMPST AMPLE, abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

AMPLIFY AFILMPY to make larger or more powerful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANAPEST AAENPST type of metrical foot [n -S] 

ANDANTE AADENNT moderately slow musical passage [n -S] 

ANERGIA AAEGINR anergy (lack of energy) [n -S] 

ANERGIC ACEGINR ANERGY, lack of energy [adj] 

ANGRIER AEGINRR ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adj] 

ANGUISH AGHINSU to suffer extreme pain [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ANGULAR AAGLNRU having sharp corners [adj] 

ANNUITY AINNTUY allowance or income paid at regular intervals [n -TIES] 

ANOREXY AENORXY anorexia (loss of appetite) [n -XIES] 

ANOSMIA AAIMNOS loss of sense of smell [n -S] 

ANOSMIC ACIMNOS ANOSMIA, loss of sense of smell [adj] 

ANOTHER AEHNORT one more [adj] 

ANTILOG AGILNOT number corresponding to given logarithm [n -S] 

ANTIQUE AEINQTU to give appearance of age to [v -D, -UING, -S] 

ANTSIER AEINRST ANTSY, fidgety (nervously restless) [adj] 

ANYTIME AEIMNTY at any time [adv] 

ANYWAYS AANSWYY anyway (in any way) [adv] 

ANYWISE AEINSWY in any way [adv] 

APHASIA AAAHIPS loss of ability to use words [n -S] 

APHESIS AEHIPSS loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [n -SES]  

APHETIC ACEHIPT APHESIS, loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [adj] 

APHONIA AAHINOP loss of voice [n -S] 

APHOTIC ACHIOPT lacking light [adj] 

APLENTY AELNPTY being in sufficient quantity [adj] 

APOGEAL AAEGLOP APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [adj] 

APOGEAN AAEGNOP APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [adj] 

APOGEES AEEGOPS APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [n] 

APOGEIC ACEGIOP APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [adj] 

APOLUNE AELNOPU point in orbit of body which is farthest from moon [n -S] 

APOTHEM AEHMOPT perpendicular from center to any side of regular polygon [n -S] 

APPENDS ADENPPS APPEND, to add as supplement [v] 

APPRIZE AEIPPRZ to appraise (to set value on) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

APRAXIA AAAIPRX loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n -S]  

APRAXIC AACIPRX APRAXIA, loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [adj] 

APTNESS AENPSST quality of being apt (suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

ARCHINE ACEHINR Russian unit of linear measure [n -S] 

ARCSINE ACEINRS inverse function to sine [n -S] 

AREALLY AAELLRY AREA, particular extent of space or surface [adv] 

ARIDEST ADEIRST ARID, extremely dry [adj] 

ARIDITY ADIIRTY state of being arid (extremely dry) [n -TIES] 

ARMLOAD AADLMOR armful (as much as arm can hold) [n -S] 

ARMSFUL AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

ARPENTS AENPRST ARPENT, old French unit of area [n] 

ARROBAS AABORRS ARROBA, Spanish unit of weight [n] 

ARSHINS AHINRSS ARSHIN, archine (Russian unit of linear measure) [n] 

ARTIEST AEIRSTT ARTY, showily or pretentiously artistic [adj] 
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ARTSIER AEIRRST ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic (free from germs) [n -SES] 

ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj] 

ASHIEST AEHISST ASHY, covered with ashes [adj] 

ASPHYXY AHPSXYY asphyxia (unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen) [n -XIES] 

ASSUAGE AAEGSSU to make less severe [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ASSWAGE AAEGSSW to assuage (to make less severe) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ASTATIC AACISTT unstable (not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [adj] 

ASTHENY AEHNSTY asthenia (lack of strength) [n -NIES] 

ASTYLAR AALRSTY having no columns [adj] 

ATACTIC AACCITT showing no regularity of structure [adj] 

ATAXIAS AAAISTX ATAXIA, loss of muscular coordination [n] 

ATAXIES AAEISTX ATAXY, ataxia (loss of muscular coordination) [n] 

ATOPIES AEIOPST ATOPY, type of allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [n] 

ATTRITE AEIRTTT to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ATTRITS AIRSTTT ATTRIT, to lose by attrition [v] 

AUDITED ADDEITU AUDIT, to examine with intent to verify [v] 

AUDITEE ADEEITU one that is audited [n -S] 

AUDITOR ADIORTU one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n -S] 

AUGENDS ADEGNSU AUGEND, number to which another is to be added [n] 

AUGMENT AEGMNTU to increase (to make or become greater) [-ED, -ING, -S] 

AULDEST ADELSTU AULD, old (living or existing for relatively long time) [adj] 

AUSFORM AFMORSU to subject steel to strengthening process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUTARCH AACHRTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

AVARICE AACEIRV greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth) [n -S] 

AVERAGE AAEEGRV to calculate arithmetic mean of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AVIDITY ADIITVY state of being avid (eager (impatiently longing)) [n -TIES] 

AWELESS AEELSSW lacking awe [adj] 

AWFULLY AFLLUWY AWFUL, extremely bad or unpleasant [adv] 

AZIMUTH AHIMTUZ angle of horizontal deviation [n -S] 
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B 

BABYING ABBGINY BABY, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

BADDEST ABDDEST BAD, not good (having positive or desirable qualities) [adj] 

BADNESS ABDENSS state of being bad (not good (having positive or desirable qualities)) [n -ES] 

BAGGIER ABEGGIR BAGGY, loose-fitting [adj] 

BAGSFUL ABFGLSU BAGFUL, as much as bag can hold [n] 

BAKINGS ABGIKNS BAKING, quantity baked [n] 

BALANCE AABCELN to weigh (to determine weight of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BALDEST ABDELST BALD, lacking hair [adj] 

BALDISH ABDHILS somewhat bald [adj] 

BALKIER ABEIKLR BALKY, stubborn (unyielding (to give up)) [adj] 

BALLIER ABEILLR BALLY, noisy uproar [adj] 

BALMIER ABEILMR BALMY, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

BANALLY AABLLNY BANAL, ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) [adv] 

BANDIER ABDEINR BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 
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BARCODE ABCDEOR automatically scannable geometric identifying code [n -S] 

BAREFIT ABEFIRT barefoot (being without shoes) [adj] 

BARKIER ABEIKRR BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

BARLESS ABELRSS having no restraints [adj] 

BARMIER ABEIMRR BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adj] 

BASSEST ABESSST BASS, deep-sounding [adj] 

BATHYAL AABHLTY pertaining to deep water [adj] 

BATTIER ABEIRTT BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BAWDIER ABDEIRW BAWDY, obscene (indecent (not decent)) [adj] 

BEAMIER ABEEIMR BEAMY, beaming [adj] 

BEANERY ABEENRY cheap restaurant [n -RIES] 

BEASTIE ABEEIST tiny animal [n -S] 

BEAUTER ABEERTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 

BEAVERS ABEERSV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEDWARF ABDEFRW to cause to appear small by comparison [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEEFIER BEEEFIR BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEERIER BEEEIRR BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEGGARY ABEGGRY extreme poverty [n -RIES] 

BEIGEST BEEGIST BEIGE, of tan color [adj] 

BELABOR ABBELOR to discuss for absurd amount of time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELATED ABDEELT late or too late [adj] 

BEMEANS ABEEMNS BEMEAN, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

BENDIER BDEEINR BENDY, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

BESIDES BDEEISS in addition [adv] 

BEVELED BDEEELV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELER BEEELRV one that bevels (to cut at angle) [n -S] 

BIAXIAL AABIILX having two axes [adj] 

BIBASIC ABBCIIS dibasic (having two replaceable hydrogen atoms) [adj] 

BICOLOR BCILOOR something having two colors [n -S] 

BICRONS BCINORS BICRON, one billionth of meter [n] 

BIENNIA ABEIINN BIENNIUM, period of two years [n] 

BIFACES ABCEFIS BIFACE, stone tool having cutting edge [n] 

BIFIDLY BDFIILY BIFID, divided into two parts [adv] 

BIFILAR ABFIILR having two threads [adj] 

BIFOLDS BDFILOS BIFOLD, two-piece door [n] 

BIGGEST BEGGIST BIG, of considerable size [adj] 

BIGGIES BEGGIIS BIGGIE, one that is big [n] / BIGGY [n] 

BIGNESS BEGINSS state of being big (of considerable size) [n -ES] 

BIGTIME BEGIIMT pertaining to highest level [adj] 

BIJURAL ABIJLRU pertaining to single jurisdiction with two legal systems [adj] 

BILAYER ABEILRY film with two molecular layers [n -S] 

BILEVEL BEEILLV house having two levels [n -S] 

BILGIER BEGIILR BILGY, smelling like seepage [adj] 

BILLERS BEILLRS BILLER, one that bills (to present statement of costs to) [n] 

BILLING BGIILLN BILL, to present statement of costs to [v] 

BILLION BIILLNO number [n -S] 

BILLOWS BILLOSW BILLOW, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 
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BILOBED BBDEILO bilobate (having two lobes) [adj] 

BIMETAL ABEILMT something composed of two metals [n -S] 

BIMODAL ABDILMO having two statistical modes [adj] 

BIMORPH BHIMOPR device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n -S] 

BINGERS BEGINRS BINGER, one that binges (to indulge in something to excess) [n] 

BINGING BGGIINN BINGE, to indulge in something to excess [v] / bingeing (act of indulging in something to excess) [n -S] 

BIOMASS ABIMOSS amount of living matter [n -ES] 

BIPARTY ABIPRTY of two parties [adj] 

BIPEDAL ABDEILP BIPED, two-footed animal [adj] 

BIPLANE ABEILNP type of airplane [n -S] 

BIPOLAR ABILOPR having two poles [adj] 

BISECTS BCEISST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BISTATE ABEISTT pertaining to two states [adj] 

BITCHEN BCEHINT excellent [adj] 

BITRATE ABEIRTT data transmission speed [n -S] 

BITSIER BEIIRST BITSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BITTIER BEIIRTT BITTY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BITTILY BIILTTY BITTY, tiny (very small) [adv] 

BITTOCK BCIKOTT small amount [n -S] 

BITURBO BBIORTU two-turbo engine [n -S] 

BIZONAL ABILNOZ BIZONE, two combined zones [adj] 

BIZONES BEINOSZ BIZONE, two combined zones [n] 

BLACKER ABCEKLR BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLAHEST ABEHLST BLAH, dull, unexciting [adj] 

BLANDER ABDELNR BLAND, soothing [adj] 

BLANKER ABEKLNR BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank (empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude))) manner [adv] 

BLARING ABGILNR BLARE, to sound loudly [v] 

BLASTIE ABEILST dwarf (extremely small person) [n -S] 

BLEAKER ABEEKLR BLEAK, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

BLEAKLY ABEKLLY in bleak (dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing))) manner [adv] 

BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINDER BDEILNR BLIND, sightless [adj]  

BLINDLY BDILLNY in blind (sightless) manner [adv] 

BLITHER BEHILRT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] 

BLOATED ABDELOT BLOAT, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

BLOBBED BBBDELO BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

BLONDER BDELNOR BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLOOPED BDELOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BLOWIER BEILORW BLOWY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BLOWIER BEILORW BLOWY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BLUFFER BEFFLRU BLUFF, having broad front [adj] 

BLUFFLY BFFLLUY BLUFF, having broad front [adv] 

BLUNTER BELNRTU BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adj] 

BLUSTER BELRSTU to blow violently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOATFUL ABFLOTU as much as boat can hold [n -S] 

BOBTAIL ABBILOT to cut short [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BOFFOLA ABFFLOO boff (hearty laugh) [n -S] 

BOLDEST BDELOST BOLD, daring [adj] 

BOMBLET BBELMOT small bomb [n -S] 

BONEYER BEENORY BONEY, bony (full of bones) [adj] 

BONGING BGGINNO BONG, to make deep, ringing sound [v] 

BONIEST BEINOST BONY, full of bones [adj] 

BONNIER BEINNOR BONNY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

BONUSES BEINSSU BONUS, additional payment [n] 

BOOCOOS BCOOOOS BOOCOO, beaucoup (abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity))) [n] 

BOOKFUL BFKLOOU as much as book can hold [n -S] 

BOOKOOS BKOOOOS BOOKOO, beaucoup (abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity))) [n] 

BOOMERS BEMOORS BOOMER, one that booms (to make deep, resonant sound) [n] 

BOOMIER BEIMOOR BOOMY, prospering [adj] 

BOOMING BGIMNOO BOOM, to make deep, resonant sound [v] 

BOOMLET BELMOOT small increase in prosperity [n -S] 

BOONEST BENOOST BOON, timely benefit [adj] 

BOOTIES BEIOOST BOOTY, rich gain or prize [n] 

BOOZIER BEIOORZ BOOZY, drunken (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj] 

BOOZING BGINOOZ act of drinking liquor excessively [n -S] / BOOZE, to drink liquor excessively [v] 

BOPPIER BEIOPPR BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] 

BOREDOM BDEMOOR tedium (state of being tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary))) [n -S] 

BOSKIER BEIKORS BOSKY, wooded; bushy [adj] 

BOSSEST BEOSSST BOSS, first-rate, excellent [adj] 

BOSSIER BEIORSS BOSSY, domineering [adj] 

BOWLFUL BFLLOUW as much as bowl can hold [n -S] 

BOWSHOT BHOOSTW distance arrow is shot [n -S] 

BRAGGER ABEGGRR BRAG, first-rate [adj]  

BRAGGER ABEGGRR BRAG, first-rate [adj] 

BRAHMAN AABHMNR member of highest Hindu caste [n -S] 

BRAKIER ABEIKRR BRAKY, abounding in shrubs or ferns [adj] 

BRASHER ABEHRRS BRASH, rash; hasty [adj] 

BRAVEST ABERSTV BRAVE, showing courage [adj] 

BRAVURA AABRRUV fine musical technique [n -S, -RE] 

BRAVURE ABERRUV BRAVURA, fine musical technique [n] 

BRAWEST ABERSTW BRAW, splendid (magnificent) [adj] 

BRAWLIE ABEILRW splendidly (in splendid (magnificent) manner) [adv] 

BREADTH ABDEHRT width (extent from side to side) [n -S] 

BREVIER BEEIRRV size of type [n -S] 

BREVITY BEIRTVY shortness of duration [n -TIES] 

BREWING BEGINRW quantity brewed at one time [n -S]  

BRIEFER BEEFIRR BRIEF, short (having little length) [adj] 

BRIEFLY BEFILRY in brief (short (having little length)) manner [adv] 

BRILLER BEILLRR BRILL [adj] 

BRIMMED BDEIMMR BRIM, to fill to top [v] 

BRINIER BEIINRR BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRISKER BEIKRRS BRISK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

BROADER ABDEORR BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 
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BROWNER BENORRW BROWN, of dark color [adj] 

BRUSKER BEKRRSU BRUSK, brusque (abrupt in manner) [adj] 

BRUTISM BIMRSTU state of being brutal (cruel; savage) [n -S] 

BUDGETS BDEGSTU BUDGET, to estimate expenditures [v] 

BUFFEST BEFFSTU BUFF, having muscular physique [adj] 

BUFFETS BEFFSTU BUFFET, to hit sharply [v] 

BUFFIER BEFFIRU BUFFY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

BUGGIER BEGGIRU BUGGY, infested with bugs [adj] 

BULGIER BEGILRU BULGY, bulging [adj] 

BULKIER BEIKLRU BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

BULKILY BIKLLUY BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adv] 

BULLIER BEILLRU BULLY, wonderful [adj] 

BUMMEST BEMMSTU BUM, of little value; worthless [adj] 

BUMPERS BEMPRSU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUMPIER BEIMPRU BUMPY, of uneven surface [adj] 

BURETTE BEERTTU measuring tube [n -S] 

BURLIER BEILRRU BURLY, heavy and muscular [adj] 

BURRIER BEIRRRU BURRY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

BUSHIER BEHIRSU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSIEST BEISSTU BUSY, occupied [adj] 

BUSLOAD ABDLOSU load that fills bus [n -S] 

BUSTIER BEIRSTU BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] 

BUTCHER BCEHRTU BUTCH, being very short haircut [adj] 

BUXOMER BEMORUX BUXOM, healthily plump [adj] 

BUYOFFS BFFOSUY BUYOFF, payment for consideration [n] 

BUZZCUT BCTUUZZ very short haircut [n -S] 

BUZZIER BEIRUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 
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C 

CAFARDS AACDFRS CAFARD, state of depression [n] 

CAGIEST ACEGIST CAGY, cagey (shrewd (having keen insight)) [adj] / CAGEY [adj] 

CAISSON ACINOSS watertight chamber [n -S] 

CAKIEST ACEIKST CAKEY, tending to form lumps [adj] / CAKY [adj] 

CALANDO AACDLNO gradually diminishing [adj] 

CALENDS ACDELNS first day of Roman month [n CALENDS] 

CALIBER ABCEILR diameter of gun barrel [n -S] 

CALIBRE ABCEILR caliber (diameter of gun barrel) [n -D, -S] 

CALIPER ACEILPR to use type of measuring device [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALMEST ACELMST CALM, free from agitation [adj] 

CALORIE ACEILOR unit of heat [n -S] 

CAMBERS ABCEMRS CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

CAMBISM ABCIMMS theory and practice of exchange in commerce [n -S] 

CAMBIST ABCIMST dealer in bills of exchange [n -S] 

CAMPIER ACEIMPR CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

CANDELA AACDELN unit of light intensity [n -S] 

CANFULS ACFLNSU CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 
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CANSFUL ACFLNSU CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

CANTERS ACENRST CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 

CANTONS ACNNOST CANTON, to divide into cantons (districts) [v] 

CAPSULE ACELPSU to condense into brief form [v, -D, -LING, -S] 

CARCELS ACCELRS CARCEL, unit of illumination [n] 

CAREERS ACEERRS CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

CARFARE AACEFRR payment for bus or car ride [n -S] 

CARFULS ACFLRSU CARFUL, as much as car can hold [n] 

CARLOAD AACDLOR as much as car can hold [n -S] 

CARTFUL ACFLRTU cartload (as much as cart can hold) [n -S] 

CATNAPS AACNPST CATNAP, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

CATSPAW AACPSTW light wind [n -S] 

CATTIER ACEIRTT CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj] 

CATTIES ACEISTT CATTIE, Asian unit of weight [n] 

CAYENNE ACEENNY hot seasoning [n -S]  

CEASING ACEGINS CEASE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CEDULAS ACDELSU CEDULA, Philippine tax [n] 

CENSUAL ACELNSU pertaining to act of censusing (to take official count of) [adj]  

CENTALS ACELNST CENTAL, unit of weight [n] 

CENTARE ACEENRT measure of land area [n -S] 

CENTILE CEEILNT value of statistical variable [n -S] 

CENTIME CEEIMNT 100th part of franc [n -S] 

CENTIMO CEIMNOT any of various small coins [n -S] 

CENTNER CEENNRT unit of weight [n -S] 

CENTUMS CEMNSTU CENTUM, one hundred [n] 

CENTURY CENRTUY period of 100 years [n -RIES] 

CERTAIN ACEINRT absolutely confident [adj -ER, -EST] 

CERTIFY CEFIRTY to confirm (to assure validity of) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CESSING CEGINSS CESS, to tax or assess [v] 

CHAINER ACEHINR chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n -S] 

CHAMBRE ABCEHMR brought (as wine) to room temperature [adj] 

CHANTRY ACHNRTY endowment given to church [n -RIES] 

CHAOSES ACEHOSS CHAOS, state of total disorder; confused mass [n] 

CHAOTIC ACCHIOT CHAOS, state of total disorder; confused mass [adj] 

CHAPTER ACEHPRT to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARIER ACEHIRR CHARY, cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj] 

CHARITY ACHIRTY something given to needy [n -TIES] 

CHARTIST ACHIRSTT stock market specialist [n -S] 

CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHEAPEN ACEEHNP to make cheap [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEAPER ACEEHPR CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPIE ACEEHIP one that is cheap [n -S] 

CHEAPLY ACEHLPY in cheap (inexpensive) manner [adv] 

CHEAPOS ACEHOPS CHEAPO, cheapie (one that is cheap) [n] 

CHETRUM CEHMRTU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S] 

CHEWIER CEEHIRW CHEWY, not easily chewed [adj] 

CHICEST CCEHIST CHIC, smartly stylish [adj] 
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CHIEFER CEEFHIR CHIEF, highest in authority [adj] 

CHIEFLY CEFHILY above all [adv] 

CHILIAD ACDHIIL group of one thousand [n -S] 

CHILLED CDEHILL CHILL, to make cold [v] 

CHILLER CEHILLR CHILL, cool (moderately cold) [adj] 

CHILLIS CHIILLS CHILLI, chili (hot pepper) [n] 

CHINCHY CCHHINY stingy (unwilling to spend or give) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CHINTZY CHINTYZ gaudy; cheap [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

CHIRKER CEHIKRR CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHOICER CCEHIOR CHOICE, of fine quality [adj] 

CHOKIER CEHIKOR CHOKEY, choky (tending to cause choking) [adj] / CHOKY [adj] 

CHOLERA ACEHLOR acute disease [n -S] 

CHOOSER CEHOORS one that chooses (to take by preference) [n -S] 

CHOOSES CEHOOSS CHOOSE, to take by preference  

CHROMAS ACHMORS CHROMA, purity of color [n] 

CHRONIC CCHINOR one that suffers from long-lasting disease [n -S] 

CHRONON CHNNOOR hypothetical unit of time [n -S] 

CHUFFER CEFFHRU CHUFF, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

CICEROS CCEIORS CICERO, unit of measure in printing [n] 

CINQUES CEINQSU CINQUE, number five [n] 

CIPHERS CEHIPRS CIPHER. to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CISSOID CDIIOSS type of geometric curve [n -S] 

CLARITY ACILRTY state of being clear (clean and pure) [n -TIES] 

CLASSIC ACCILSS work of enduring excellence [n -S] 

CLEANER ACEELNR CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] / one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n -S] 

CLEARER ACEELRR CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv] 

CLIMATE ACEILMT weather conditions characteristic of area [n -S] 

CLOCKED CCDEKLO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLOCKER CCEKLOR one that clocks (to time with stopwatch) [n -S] 

CLOSEST CELOSST CLOSE, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

CLOSEUP CELOPSU photograph taken at close range [n -S] 

COALIER ACEILOR COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COARSER ACEORRS COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

COBBIER BBCEIOR COBBY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adj] 

COCKIER CCEIKOR COCKY, arrogantly self-confident [adj] 

CODDLED CDDDELO CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CODDLER CDDELOR one that coddles (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [n -S] 

CODDLES CDDELOS CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

COEQUAL ACELOQU one who is equal with another [n -S] 

COEVALS ACELOSV COEVAL, one of same era or period as [n] 

COFFING CFFGINO COFF, to buy, to purchase, to acquire by payment of money [v] 

COGENCY CCEGNOY state of being cogent (convincing) [n -CIES] 

COLDEST CDELOST COLD, having little or no warmth [adj] 

COLDISH CDHILOS somewhat cold [adj] 

COLONES CELNOOS colon, monetary unit of Costa Rica [n] / colone, colon [n] 

COMFIER CEFIMOR COMFY, comfortable [adj] 
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COMPARE ACEMOPR to represent as similar [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COMPART ACMOPRT to divide into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPEER CEEMOPR to equal or match [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPTED CDEMOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

COMPUTE CEMOPTU to calculate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONCISE CCEINOS succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj -R, -ST] 

CONDORS CDNOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CONGEST CEGNOST to fill to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONGIUS CGINOSU ancient unit of measure [n -II] 

CONOIDS CDINOOS CONOID, geometric solid [n] 

CONSUME CEMNOSU to use up [v -D, -MING, -S] 

COOLEST CELOOST COOL, moderately cold [adj] 

COOLING CGILNOO COOL, to make less warm [v] 

COOLISH CHILOOS somewhat cool [adj] 

COOLTHS CHLOOST COOLTH, coolness (state of being cool (moderately cold)) [n] 

COPECKS CCEKOPS COPECK, kopeck, Russian coin [n] 

COPIOUS CIOOPSU abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

CORDAGE ACDEGOR amount of wood in area [n -S] 

CORDOBA ABCDOOR monetary unit of Nicaragua [n -S] 

CORNIER CEINORR CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CORRECT CCEORRT free from error [adj -ER, -EST] 

COSHERS CEHORSS COSHER, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

COSINES CEINOSS COSINE, trigonometric function of angle [n] 

COSTING CGINOST estimation of price of production of something [n -S] / COST to estimate price of production of something [v] 

COULOMB BCLMOOU electrical measure [n -S] 

COUNTED CDENOTU COUNT, to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total [v] 

COUTHER CEHORTU COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

COWIEST CEIOSTW COWY, suggestive of cow [adj] 

COYNESS CENOSSY state of being coy (shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence))) [n -ES] 

COZIEST CEIOSTZ COZY, snug and comfortable [adj] 

CRANKER ACEKNRR CRANK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

CRASSER ACERRSS CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adj] 

CRAZIER ACEIRRZ CRAZY, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

CREPIER CEEIPRR CREPEY, crinkly (crinkled) [adj] / CREPY [adj] 

CRETICS CCEIRST CRETIC, type of metrical foot [n] 

CREWCUT CCERTUW short haircut [n -S] 

CRISPER CEIPRRS CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] 

CRITICS CCIIRST CRITIC, one who judges merits of something [n] 

CROOKER CEKOORR CROOK, sick (affected with disease or ill health) [adj] 

CROSSER CEORRSS CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] 

CRUCIAL ACCILRU of supreme importance [adj] 

CRUDELY CDELRUY CRUDE, unrefined (not refined (to free from impurities)) [adv] 

CRUDEST CDERSTU CRUDE, unrefined (not refined (to free from impurities)) [adj] 

CRUDITY CDIRTUY state of being crude (unrefined (not refined (refine))) [n -TIES] 

CRUELER CEELRRU CRUEL, indifferent to pain of others [adj] 

CRUSADO ACDORSU old Portuguese coin [n -S, -ES] 

CRUZADO ACDORUZ crusado (old Portuguese coin) [n -ES, -S] 
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CUBITAL ABCILTU CUBIT, ancient measure of length [adj] 

CUPFULS CFLPSUU as much as cup can hold [adj] 

CUPSFUL CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CURDIER CDEIRRU CURDY, curdled [adj] 

CURLIER CEILRRU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURSORY CORRSUY hasty and superficial [adj] 

CURTEST CERSTTU CURT, abrupt (rudely brief) [adj] 

CURVIER CEIRRUV CURVEY, curvy (curved) [adj] / CURVY [adj] 

CUSHIER CEHIRSU CUSHY, easy (not difficult) [adj] 

CUTBACK ABCCKTU reduction [n -S] 

CUTDOWN CDNOTUW reduction [n -S] 

CYCLOID CCDILOY geometric curve [n -S] 

CYPHERS CEHPRSY CYPHER, cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

D 

DABBLED ABBDDEL DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest 

DABBLER ABBDDEL one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest) [n -S] 

DABBLES ABBDELS DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest 

DABSTER ABDERST dabbler (one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest)) [n -S] 

DACTYLS ACDLSTY DACTYL, type of metrical foot [n] 

DAFFIER ADEFFIR DAFFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

DAFTEST ADEFSTT DAFT, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

DALASIS AADILSS DALASI, unit of Gambian currency [n] 

DALTONS ADLNOST DALTON, unit of atomic mass [n] 

DAMNEST ADEMNST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DAMPENS ADEMNPS DAMPEN, to moisten (to make slightly wet) [v]  

DAMPERS ADEMPRS DAMPER, one that damps (to lessen in intensity) [n] 

DAMPEST ADEMPST DAMP, moist (slightly wet) [adj] 

DAMPING ADGIMNP DAMP, to lessen in intensity [v] 

DAMPISH ADHIMPS somewhat damp [adj] 

DANCIER ACDEINR DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DANDIER ADDEINR DANDY, fine (excellent) [adj] 

DANDILY ADDILNY in dandy (fine (excellent)) manner [adv] 

DANGEST ADEGNST DANG, damn [adj] 

DANKEST ADEKNST DANK, unpleasantly damp [adj] 

DARKENS ADEKNRS DARKEN, to make dark (having little or no light) [v] 

DARKEST ADEKRST DARK, having little or no light [adj] 

DARKISH ADHIKRS somewhat dark [adj] 

DAUBERY ABDERUY bad or inexpert painting [n -RIES] 

DAYLONG ADGLNOY lasting all day [adj] 

DEADEST ADDEEST DEAD, deprived of life [adj] 

DEADEYE ADDEEEY expert marksman [n -S] 

DEAFEST ADEEFST DEAF, lacking sense of hearing [adj] 

DEAFISH ADEFHIS somewhat deaf [adj] 

DEAREST ADEERST DEAR, greatly loved [adj] / much-loved person [n -S] 

DEARTHS ADEHRST DEARTH, scarcity (quality of being scarce) [n] 
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DEBASED ABDDEES DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DEBASER ABDEERS one that debases (to lower in character, quality, or value) [n -S] 

DEBASES ABDEESS DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DECADAL AACDDEL DECADE, period of ten years [adj] 

DECADES ACDDEES DECADE, period of ten years [n] 

DECAGON ACDEGNO ten-sided polygon [n -S] 

DECARES ACDEERS DECARE, dekare (measure equal to ten ares) [n] 

DECENCY CCDEENY state of being decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety) [n -CIES] 

DECIARE ACDEEIR metric unit of area [n -S] 

DECIBEL BCDEEIL unit of sound intensity [n -S] 

DECILES CDEEILS DECILE, statistical interval [n] 

DECIMAL ACDEILM fraction whose denominator is some power of ten [n -S] 

DECUMAN ACDEMNU extremely large [adj] 

DECUPLE CDEELPU to increase tenfold [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEDUCTS CDDESTU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEEDIER DDEEEIR DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEEPENS DEEENPS DEEPEN, to make deep (extending far down from surface) [v] 

DEEPEST DEEEPST DEEP, extending far down from surface [adj] 

DEFFEST DEEFFST DEF, excellent [adj] 

DEFICIT CDEFIIT shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n -S] 

DEFTEST DEEFSTT DEFT, skillful (having skill) [adj] 

DEGREED DDEEEGR DEGREE, one of series of stages [adj] 

DEGREES DEEEGRS DEGREE, one of series of stages [n] 

DEKARES ADEEKRS DEKARE, measure equal to ten ares [n] 

DELVING DEGILNV DELVE, to search in depth [v] 

DEMOTED DDEEMOT DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DEMOTES DEEMOST DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DEMURER DEEMRRU DEMURE, shy and modest [adj] 

DENARIS ADEINRS DENARI, monetary unit of Macedonia [n] 

DENSELY DEELNSY DENSE, compact (closely and firmly united) [adv] 

DENSEST DEENSST DENSE, compact (closely and firmly united) [adj] 

DENSIFY DEFINSY to make denser (compact (closely and firmly united)) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DENSITY DEINSTY state of being dense (compact (closely and firmly united)) [n -TIES] 

DERATED ADDEERT DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERATES ADEERST DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERNIER DEEINRR last [adj] 

DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DESKILL DEIKLLS to reduce level of skill required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESPAIR ADEIPRS to lose all hope [v -ED, ING, -S] 

DESPISE DEEIPSS to loathe (to detest greatly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DESPOTS DEOPSST DESPOT, tyrant (absolute ruler) [n] 

DESTROY DEORSTY to damage beyond repair or renewal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEUCING CDEGINU DEUCE, to bring tennis score to tie [v] 

DEVALUE ADEELUV to lessen worth of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

DEVIANT ADEINTV one that deviates from norm [n -S] 

DEVIATE ADEEITV to turn aside from course or norm [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEWIEST DEEISTW DEWY, moist with dew [adj] 
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DIALERS ADEILRS DIALER, one that dials (to manipulate with calibrated device) [n] 

DIALING ADGIILN measurement of time by sundials [n -S] 

DIALIST ADIILST dialer (one that dials (to manipulate with calibrated device) [n -S] 

DIALLED ADDEILL DIAL, to manipulate calibrated device [v] 

DIARCHY ACDHIRY government with two rulers [n -HIES] 

DIBASIC ABCDIIS having two replaceable hydrogen atoms [adj] 

DICIEST CDEIIST DICEY, dangerous [adj] 

DICKIER CDEIIKR DICKY, poor in condition [adj] 

DICOTYL CDILOTY dicot (plant with two seed leaves) [n -S] 

DICTIER CDEIIRT DICTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

DICYCLY CCDILYY state of being dicyclic (having two maxima of population each year) [n -LIES] 

DIDDLEY DDDEILY diddly (least amount) [n -S] 

DIETARY ADEIRTY system of dieting (to regulate one’s daily sustenance) [n -RIES] 

DIETERS DEEIRST DIETER, one that diets ((to regulate one’s daily sustenance) [n] 

DIETING DEGIINT DIET, to regulate one’s daily sustenance [v] 

DILATED ADDEILT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILATER ADEILRT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

DILATES ADEILST DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILATOR ADILORT one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILUTED DDEILTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DILUTER DEILRTU one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n -S] 

DILUTES DEILSTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DILUTOR DILORTU diluter (one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of)) [n -S] 

DIMERIC CDEIIMR dimerous (composed of two parts) [adj] 

DIMETER DEEIMRT verse of two metrical feet [n -S] 

DIMMEST DEIMMST DIM, obscure (dark or indistinct) [adj] 

DIMNESS DEIMNSS state of being dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [n -ES] 

DIMORPH DHIMOPR either of two distinct forms [n -S] 

DINEROS DEINORS DINERO, former silver coin of Peru [n] 

DINGIER DEGIINR DINGY, grimy (dirty (unclean (clean))) [adj] 

DINITRO DIINORT containing two nitro groups [adj] 

DINKIER DEIIKNR DINKY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

DIOBOLS BDILOOS DIOBOL, coin of ancient Greece [n] 

DIOPTER DEIOPRT measure of refractive power [n -S] 

DIOPTRE DEIOPRT diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 

DIORAMA AADIMOR three-dimensional exhibit [n -S]  

DIPHASE ADEHIPS having two phases [adj] 

DIPLOID DDIILOP cell having basic chromosome number doubled [n -S] 

DIPLOMA ADILMOP certificate of academic degree [n -S, -TA] / to furnish with diploma [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIPODIC CDDIIOP DIPODY, dimeter (verse of two metrical feet) [adj] 

DIPOLAR ADILOPR DIPOLE, pair of equal and opposite electric charges [adj] 

DIPOLES DEILOPS DIPOLE, pair of equal and opposite electric charges [n] 

DIPPIER DEIIPPR DIPPY, foolish (lacking good sense or judgment) [adj] 

DIRHAMS ADHIMRS DIRHAM, monetary unit of Morocco [n] 

DIRTIER DEIIRRT DIRTY, unclean (free from dirt or stain) [adj] 

DISHFUL DFHILSU as much as dish can hold [n -S] 

DISHIER DEHIIRS DISHY, attractive [adj] 
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DISOMIC CDIIMOS having number of chromosomes duplicated [adj] 

DISRATE ADEIRST to lower in rating or rank [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DISTANT ADINSTT far off or apart [adj] 

DISTEND DDEINST to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DITHIOL DHIILOT containing two chemical groups both of which include sulfur and hydrogen [adj] 

DITSIER DEIIRST DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj] 

DITZIER DEIIRTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

DIVIDED DDDEIIV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups [v] 

DIVIDER DDEIIRV one that divides (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [n -S] 

DIVIDES DDEIISV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups [v] 

DIVINER DEIINRV DIVINE, pertaining to or characteristic of god [adj] 

DIVISOR  DIIORSV number by which dividend is divided [n -S] 

DIVVIED DDEIIVV DIVVY, to divide (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [v] 

DIVVIES DEIISVV DIVVY, to divide (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [v] 

DIZZIER DEIIRZZ DIZZY, having sensation of whirling [adj] 

DOBLONS BDLNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DODGIER DDEGIOR DODGY, evasive (tending to evade) [adj] 

DOLLARS ADLLORS DOLLAR, monetary unit of United States [n] 

DOLLOPS DLLOOPS DOLLOP, to dispense in small amounts [v] 

DOOMIER DEIMOOR DOOMY, doomful (ominous (portending evil)) [adj] 

DOOZERS DEOORSZ DOOZER, extraordinary one of kind [n] 

DOPIEST DEIOPST DOPY, dopey (lethargic; stupid) [adj] / DOPEY [adj] 

DORKIER DEIKORR DORKY, stupid, foolish [adj] 

DOSAGES ADEGOSS DOSAGE, amount of medicine to be given [n] 

DOTAGES ADEGOST DOTAGE, state of senility [n] 

DOTIEST DEIOSTT DOTY, stained by decay [adj] 

DOTTIER DEIORTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

DOUBLED BDDELOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLER BDELORU one that doubles (to make twice as great) [n -S] 

DOUBLES BDELOSU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUCEST CDEOSTU DOUCE, sober, sedate [adj] 

DOUREST DEORSTU DOUR, sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

DOWDIER DDEIORW DOWDY, lacking in stylishness or neatness [adj] 

DOWNIER DEINORW DOWNY, soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

DOWRIES DEIORSW DOWRY, money or property wife brings to her husband at marriage [n] 

DOZENTH DEHNOTZ twelfth (number twelve in series) [n -S] 

DOZIEST DEIOSTZ DOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

DRABBER ABBDERR DRAB, cheerless [adj] 

DRACHMA AACDHMR former monetary unit of Greece [n -S, -E, -I] 

DRACHMS ACDHMRS DRACHM, unit of weight [n] 

DRASTIC ACDIRST extremely severe [adj] 

DREADER ADDEERR DREAD, frightening [adj] 

DREARER ADEERRR DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

DRIZZLE DEILRZZ to rain lightly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DRIZZLY DILRYZZ characterized by light rain [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

DROLLER DELLORR DROLL, comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement)) [adj] 

DRONISH DHINORS habitually lazy [adj] 
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DROPOUT DOOPRTU one who quits school prematurely [n -S] 

DROUGHT DGHORTU dry period [n -S] 

DROUKED DDEKORU DROUK, to drench (to wet thoroughly) [v] 

DROUTHS DHORSTU DROUTH, drought (dry period) [n] 

DROWSED DDEORSW DROWSE, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

DROWSES DEORSSW DROWSE, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

DRUNKER DEKNRRU DRUNK, intoxicated [adj] 

DRYNESS DENRSSY state of being dry (having no moisture) [n -ES] 

DUALISE ADEILSU to dualize (to make twofold) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DUALITY ADILTUY state of being twofold [n -TIES] 

DUALIZE ADEILUZ to make twofold [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DUBIETY BDEITUY state of being dubious (doubtful (uncertain (not certain))) [n -TIES] 

DUCKIER CDEIKRU DUCKY, excellent [adj] 

DUCTILE CDEILTU easily molded or shaped [adj] 

DUENESS DEENSSU state of being owed [n -ES] 

DUFFEST DEFFSTU DUFF, worthless, useless [adj] 

DULLEST DELLSTU DULL, mentally slow [adj] 

DULNESS DELNSSU dullness (state of being dull (mentally slow)) [n -ES] 

DUMBEST BDEMSTU DUMB, incapable of speech [adj] 

DUMPIER DEIMPRU DUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

DUMPING DGIMNPU selling of large quantities of goods at below market price [n -S] / DUMP, to let fall heavily [v] 

DUNGIER DEGINRU DUNGY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

DUNNESS DENNSSU state of being dun (of dull brown color) [n -ES] 

DUNNEST DENNSTU DUN, of dull brown color [adj] 

DUPLETS DELPSTU DUPLET, set of two of one kind [n] 

DURABLE ABDELRU able to withstand wear or decay [adj] 

DURABLY ABDLRUY DURABLE, able to withstand wear or decay [adv] 

DUSKIER DEIKRSU DUSKY, somewhat dark [adj] 

DUSTIER DEIRSTU DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 

DWARFED ADDEFRW DWARF, to cause to appear small [v] 

DWARFER ADEFRRW DWARF, extremely small [adj] 

DWARVES ADERSVW DWARF, extremely small person [n] 

DWINDLE DDEILNW to decrease steadily [v -D, -ING, -S] 

DYADICS ACDDISY DYADIC, sum of mathematical dyads [n] 

DYVOURS DORSUVY DYVOUR, one who is bankrupt [n] 
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E 

EAGERER AEEEGRR EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EAGLING AEGGILN EAGLE, to score eagle (two strokes under par) on hole in golf [v] 

EARLIER AEEILRR EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 

EASIEST AEEISST EASY, not difficult [adj] 

ECONOMY CEMNOOY thrift (care and wisdom in management of one’s resources) [n -MIES] 

ECSTASY ACESSTY state of exaltation [n -SIES] 

ECTASIS ACEISST lengthening of usually short syllable [n -SES] 

ECTATIC ACCEITT ECTASIS, lengthening of usually short syllable [adj] 

EDACITY ACDEITY gluttony (excessive eating) [n -TIES] 
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EDEMATA AADEEMT EDEMA, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [n] 

EDGIEST DEEGIST EDGY, tense, nervous, or irritable [adj] 

EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj] 

EFTSOON EFNOOST soon afterward [adv] 

EGALITE AEEGILT equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n -S] 

EGGIEST EEGGIST EGGY, tasting or smelling of egg [adj] 

EGOISMS EGIMOSS EGOISM, extreme devotion to self-interest [n] 

EGOTIZE EEGIOTZ to talk and think about oneself excessively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EIGHTHS EGHHIST EIGHTH, one of eight equal parts [n] 

EIGHTVO EGHIOTV octavo (page size) [n -S] 

EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S] 

ELEVENS EEELNSV ELEVEN, number [n] 

ELLIPSE EEILLPS type of plane curve [n -S] 

ELMIEST EEILMST ELMY, abounding in elms [adj] 

EMBRYON BEMNORY embryo (organism in its early stages of development) [n -S] 

EMBRYOS BEMORSY EMBRYO, organism in its early stages of development [n] 

EMINENT EEIMNNT of high station or rank [adj] 

EMPTIED DEEIMPT EMPTY, containing nothing [v] 

EMPTIER EEIMPRT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj]  

EMPTIES EEIMPST EMPTY, containing nothing [v] 

EMPTILY EILMPTY in empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) manner [adv] 

EMULATE AEELMTU to try to equal or surpass [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMULOUS ELMOSUU eager to equal or surpass another [adj] 

ENDLESS DEELNSS enduring forever [adj] 

ENDMOST DEMNOST farthest (far) [adj] 

ENDURED DDEENRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENDURER DEENRRU one that endures (to last (to continue in existence)) [n -S] 

ENDURES DEENRSU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENGROSS EGNORSS to occupy completely [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENGULFS EFGLNSU ENGULF, to surround completely [v] 

ENHANCE ACEEHNN to raise to higher degree [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENLARGE AEEGLNR to make or become larger [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENNEADS ADEENNS ENNEAD, group of nine [n] 

ENOUGHS EGHNOSU ENOUGH, sufficient supply [n] 

ENTASIS AEINSST slight convexity in column [n -SES] 

ENTIRES EEINRST ENTIRE, whole of something [n] 

ENTROPY ENOPRTY thermodynamic measure of disorder [n -PIES] 

ENVELOP EELNOPV to cover completely [v -D, -PING, -S] 

ENVIRON EINNORV to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENWRAPS AENPRSW ENWRAP, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

EPIGONE EEGINOP inferior imitator [n -S] 

EPIGONS EGINOPS EPIGON, epigone (inferior imitator) [n] 

EPOCHAL ACEHLOP EPOCH, particular period of time [adj] 

EQUABLE ABEELQU not changing or varying greatly [adj] 

EQUABLY ABELQUY EQUABLE, not changing or varying greatly [adv] 
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EQUALED ADEELQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALLY AELLQUY in equal manner [adv] 

EQUATED ADEEQTU EQUATE, to make equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [v] 

EQUATES AEEQSTU EQUATE, to make equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [v] 

EQUATOR AEOQRTU great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n -S] 

ERELONG EEGLNOR soon (in near future) [adv] 

ERETHIC CEEHIRT ERETHISM, abnormal irritability [adj] 

ERGODIC CDEGIOR pertaining to probability that any state will recur [adj] 

ESCUAGE ACEEGSU scutage, tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n -S] 

ESCUDOS CDEOSSU ESCUDO, former monetary unit of Portugal [n] 

ESSENCE CEEENSS fundamental nature or quality [n -S] 

ESTROUS EORSSTU pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [adj] 

ESTRUAL AELRSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

ESTRUMS EMRSSTU ESTRUM, estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n] 

ETERNAL AEELNRT something lasting forever [n -S] 

ETYMONS EMNOSTY ETYMON, earliest known form of word [n] 

EUSTACY ACESTUY worldwide change in sea level [n -CIES] 

EUSTASY AESSTUY eustacy (worldwide change in sea level) [n -SIES] 

EVENERS EEENRSV EVENER, one that evens (to make even (flat and smooth)) [n] 

EVENEST EEENSTV EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

EVILEST EEILSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVILLER EEILLRV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVOLUTE EELOTUV type of geometric curve [n -S] 

EXABYTE ABEETXY one quintillion bytes [n -S] 

EXACTER ACEERTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj 

EXACTLY ACELTXY in exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) manner [adv] 

EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXHAUST AEHSTUX to use up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXIGENT EEGINTX urgent (requiring immediate attention) [adj] 

EXPANDS ADENPSX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPANSE AEENPSX wide, continuous area [n -S] 

EXPENSE EEENPSX to charge with costs [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXPIRED DEEIPRX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPIRER EEIPRRX one that expires (to come to end) [n -S] 

EXPIRES EEIPRSX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXTENDS DEENSTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

EXTENTS EENSTTX EXTENT, range over which something extends [n] 

EXTREME EEEMRTX existing in very high degree [adj -R, -ST] / highest degree [n -S] 

EYEFULS EEFLSUY EYEFUL, complete view [n] 
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FABBEST ABBEFST FAB, fabulous (almost unbelievable) [adj] 

FACETED ACDEEFT FACET, to cut small plane surfaces on [v] 

FACIEND ACDEFIN number to be multiplied by another [n -S] 

FACTFUL ACFFLTU FACT, something known with certainty [adj] 

FACTORS ACFORST FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v] 
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FADDIER ADDEFIR FADDY, faddish (inclined to take up fads) [adj] 

FADEDLY ADDEFLY FADE, to lose color or brightness [adv] 

FADEINS ADEFINS FADEIN, gradual increase in brightness of image [n] 

FADEOUT ADEFOTU gradual disappearance of image [n -S] 

FAINEST AEFINST FAIN, glad (feeling pleasure) [adj] 

FAINTER AEFINRT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] 

FAINTLY AFILNTY in faint (lacking strength or vigor) manner [adv] 

FAIREST AEFIRST FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

FAIRISH AFHIIRS moderately good [adj] 

FALLOFF AFFFLLO decline in quantity or quality [n -S] 

FALSEST AEFLSST FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adj] 

FAMINES AEFIMNS FAMINE, widespread scarcity of food [n] 

FANATIC AACFINT zealot (one who is zealous) [n -S] 

FANCIER ACEFINR FANCY, ornamental [adj] 

FANEGAS AAEFGNS FANEGA, Spanish unit of dry measure [n] 

FARADAY AAADFRY unit of electricity [n -S] 

FARAWAY AAAFRWY distant (far off or apart) [adj] 

FARNESS AEFNRSS state of being far off or apart [n -ES] 

FARTHER AEFHRRT FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FASTEST AEFSSTT FAST, moving or able to move quickly [adj] 

FATLESS AEFLSST having no fat (abundance of flesh) [adj] 

FATNESS AEFNSST state of being fat (having abundance of flesh) [n -ES] 

FATTEST AEFSTTT FAT, having abundance of flesh [adj] 

FATTIER AEFIRTT FATTY, greasy; oily [adj] 

FAWNIER AEFINRW FAWNY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

FEATEST AEEFSTT FEAT, skillful (having skill) [adj] 

FEBRILE BEEFILR feverish (having fever) [adj] 

FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength) [adj] 

FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj] 

FELLEST EEFLLST FELL, cruel (indifferent to pain of others) [adj] 

FENINGA AEFGINN FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FENINGS EFGINNS FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FERNIER EEFINRR FERNY, abounding in ferns [adj] 

FERVORS EFORRSV FERVOR, great warmth or intensity [n] 

FETUSES EEFSSTU FETUS, unborn organism carried within womb in later stages of its development [n] 

FEVERED DEEEFRV FEVER, to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature) [v] 

FEWNESS EEFNSSW state of being few (amounting to or consisting of small number) [n -ES] 

FEYNESS EEFNSSY state of being fey (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [n -ES] 

FIASCHI ACFHIIS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FIASCOS ACFIOSS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FICKLER CEFIKLR FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FIERCER CEEFIRR FIERCE, violently hostile or aggressive [adj] 

FIERIER EEFIIRR FIERY, intensely hot [adj] 

FIERILY EFIILRY FIERY, intensely hot [adv] 

FIFTEEN EEFFINT number [n -S] 

FIFTHLY FFHILTY in fifth place [adv] 

FIFTIES EFFIIST FIFTY, number [n] 
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FIGURED DEFGIRU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v] 

FIGURER EFGIRRU one that figures (to compute (to calculate)) [n -S] 

FIGURES EFGIRSU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v] 

FILLING FGIILLN FILL, to put as much as can be held into [v] 

FINALLY AFILLNY at end [adv] 

FINANCE ACEFINN to supply money for [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FINITES EFIINST FINITE, something that is finite (having definite limits) [n] 

FINMARK AFIKMNR former monetary unit of Finland [n -S] 

FINNIER EFIINNR FINNY, having or characterized by fins [adj] 

FIRKINS FIIKNRS FIRKIN, British unit of capacity [n] 

FIRMEST EFIMRST FIRM, unyielding to pressure [adj] 

FIRRIER EFIIRRR FIRRY, abounding in firs [adj] 

FIRSTLY FILRSTY before all others [adv] 

FISTFUL FFILSTU handful (as much as hand can hold) [n -S] 

FITNESS EFINSST state of being fit (healthy (having good health)) [n -ES] 

FITTEST EFISTTT FIT, healthy (having good health) [adj] 

FITTING FGIINTT FIT, to bring to required form and size [v] 

FIXURES EFIRSUX FIXURE, firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure)) [n] 

FIZZIER EFIIRZZ FIZZY, fizzing [adj] 

FLACCID ACCDFIL lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure)) [adj] 

FLAMIER AEFILMR FLAMY, flaming [adj] 

FLATTER AEFLRTT FLAT, having smooth or even surface [adj] 

FLAVORY AFLORVY full of flavor [adj] 

FLAWIER AEFILRW FLAWY, full of flaws [adj] 

FLAWIER AEFILRW FLAWY, full of flaws [adj] 

FLAXIER AEFILRX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLEABAG AABEFGL inferior hotel [n -S] 

FLEETER EEEFLRT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FLIPPER EFILPPR FLIP, flippant (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [adj] 

FLORINS FILNORS FLORIN, former gold coin of Europe [n] 

FLUKIER EFIKLRU FLUKEY, fluky (happening by or depending on chance) [adj] / FLUKY [adj] 

FLUSHER EFHLRSU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

FOAMIER AEFIMOR FOAMY, covered with foam [adj] 

FOGGIER EFGGIOR FOGGY, filled with fog [adj] 

FOGGILY FGGILOY FOGGY, filled with fog [adv] 

FOGLESS EFGLOSS having no fog [adj] 

FOLKIER EFIKLOR FOLKIE, being in style of folk music [adj] / FOLKY [adj] 

FONDEST DEFNOST FOND, having affection [adj] 

FOOTAGE AEFGOOT length or quantity expressed in feet [n -S] 

FOOTIER EFIOORT FOOTY, paltry (petty (insignificant)) [adj] 

FOREVER EEFORRV indefinite length of time [n -S] 

FOREXES EEFORSX FOREX, foreign exchange [n] 

FORINTS FINORST FORINT, monetary unit of Hungary [n] 

FORKFUL FFKLORU as much as fork will hold [n -S, -KSFUL] 

FORMULA AFLMORU exact method for doing something [n -S, -E] 

FORTIES EFIORST FORTY, number [n] 

FORTUNE EFNORTU to endow with wealth [v -D, -NING, -S] 
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FOULEST EFLOSTU FOUL, offensive to senses [adj] 

FOURTHS FHORSTU FOURTH, one of four equal parts [n] 

FOXIEST EFIOSTX FOXY, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

FOZIEST EFIOSTZ FOZY, too ripe [adj] 

FRACTAL AACFLRT complex geometric curve [n -S] 

FRAGILE AEFGILR easily broken or damaged [adj] 

FRAILER AEFILRR FRAIL, fragile (easily broken or damaged) [adj] 

FRANKER AEFKNRR FRANK, honest and unreserved in speech [adj] 

FREEBEE BEEEEFR freebie (something given or received without charge) [n -S] 

FREEBIE BEEEFIR something given or received without charge [n -S] 

FREEDOM DEEFMOR state of being free (not subject to restriction or control) [n -S] 

FREEING EEFGINR FREE, to make free [v] 

FRESHER EEFHRRS FRESH, new (existing only short time) [adj] 

FRONTER EFNORRT FRONT, pertaining to or situated at forward part of surface [adj] 

FUBSIER BEFIRSU FUBSY, chubby and somewhat squat [adj] 

FUGGIER EFGGIRU FUGGY, stuffy and odorous [adj] 

FULFILL FFILLLU to bring about accomplishment of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FULFILS FFILLSU to fulfill (to bring about accomplishment of) [v] 

FULLEST EFLLSTU FULL, filled completely [adj] 

FULNESS EFLNSSU fullness (state of being full (filled completely)) [n -ES] 

FUMIEST EFIMSTU FUMY, producing or full of fumes [adj] 

FUNKIER EFIKNRU FUNKY, having offensive odor [adj] 

FUNNEST EFNNSTU FUN, providing enjoyment [adj] 

FUNNIER EFINNRU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 

FURIOSO FIOORSU with great force -- used as musical direction [adv] 

FURIOUS FIORSUU extremely angry [adj] 

FURLONG FGLNORU unit of distance [n -S] 

FURORES EFORRSU FURORE, furor (uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion)) [n] 

FURRIER EFIRRRU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] 

FURTHER EFHRRTU FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FURZIER EFIRRUZ FURZY, abounding in furze [adj] 

FUSSIER EFIRSSU FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adj] 

FUSTIER EFIRSTU FUSTY, musty (having stale odor) [adj] 

FUZZIER EFIRUZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (clean and pure)) [adj] 
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GABBIER ABBEGIR GABBY, talkative [adj] 

GABELLE ABEEGLL tax on salt [n -S] 

GABLING ABGGILN GABLE, to form triangular section of wall [v] 

GAINERS AEGINRS GAINER, one that gains (to acquire (to come into possession of)) [n] 

GAINFUL AFGILNU profitable [adj] 

GAINING AGGIINN GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of) [v] 

GALLONS AGLLNOS GALLON, unit of liquid measure [n] 

GALLOPS AGLLOPS GALLOP, to ride horse at full speed [v] 

GALORES AEGLORS GALORE, abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n] 

GAMETAL AAEGLMT GAMETE, mature reproductive cell [adj] 
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GAMETIC ACEGIMT GAMETE, mature reproductive cell [adj] 

GAMIEST AEGIMST GAMY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] / GAMEY [adj] 

GAMINGS AGGIMNS GAMING, practice of gambling [n] 

GAMMIER AEGIMMR GAMMY, lame (physically disabled) [adj] 

GANGUES AEGGNSU GANGUE, worthless rock in which valuable minerals are found [n] 

GAPLESS AEGLPSS having no gap [adj] 

GAPPIER AEGIPPR GAPPY, having openings [adj] 

GASEITY AEGISTY state of being gas [n -TIES] 

GASHEST AEGHSST GASH, knowing (astute (shrewd (having keen insight))) [adj] 

GASKETS AEGKSST GASKET, packing to make something fluid-tight [n] 

GASKING AGGIKNS gasket (packing to make something fluid-tight) [n -S] 

GASLESS AEGLSSS having no gas [adj] 

GASSIER AEGIRSS GASSY, containing gas [adj] 

GAUCHER ACEGHRU GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adj] 

GAUDIER ADEGIRU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj] 

GAUGERS AEGGRSU GAUGER, one that gauges (to measure precisely) [n] 

GAUGING AGGGINU GAUGE, to measure precisely [v] 

GAUNTER AEGNRTU GAUNT, emaciated [adj] 

GAUNTLY AGLNTUY GAUNT, emaciated [adv] 

GAUSSES AEGSSSU GAUSS, unit of magnetic induction [n] 

GAWKIER AEGIKRW GAWKY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj] 

GAYNESS AEGNSSY state of being gay (merry (cheerful (full of spirits))) [n -ES] 

GEEKIER EEEGIKR GEEKY, socially awkward or unappealing [adj] 

GEMINAL AEGILMN of or pertaining to two substituents on same atom [adj] 

GENTLER EEGLNRT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GENUINE EEGINNU authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief) [adj] 

GENUSES EEGNSSU GENUS, kind, sort, or class [n] 

GEODESY DEEGOSY geographical surveying [n -SIES] 

GERMIER EEGIMRR GERMY, full of germs [adj] 

GIDDIER DDEGIIR GIDDY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adj] 

GIFTING FGGIINT GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge) [v] 

GIGABIT ABGGIIT unit of information [n -S] 

GIGATON AGGINOT unit of weight [n -S] 

GILBERT BEGILRT unit of magnetomotive force [n -S] 

GIMPIER EGIIMPR GIMPY, limping [adj] 

GINNIER EGIINNR GINNY, affected with gin (strong liquor) [adj] 

GIRDING DGGIINR GIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

GIRLIER EGIILRR GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GIRSHES GEHIRSS GIRSH, qursh, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 

GIRTHED DEGHIRT GIRTH, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

GIRTING GGIINRT GIRT, GIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

GLADDER ADDEGLR GLAD, feeling pleasure [adj] 

GLADIER ADEGILR GLADY, having glades [adj] 

GLAMMER AEGLMMR GLAM, characterized by extravagant glamor [adj] 

GLARIER AEGILRR GLARY, glaring [adj] 

GLAZIER AEGILRZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] 

GLEANED ADEEGLN GLEAN, to gather little by little [v] 
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GLEANER AEEGLNR one that gleans (to gather little by little) [n -S] 

GLIBBER BBEGILR GLIB, fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease) [adj] 

GLOATER AEGLORT one that gloats (to regard with great or excessive satisfaction) [n -S] 

GLOBULE BEGLLOU small spherical mass [n -S] 

GLUMMER EGLMMRU GLUM, being in low spirits [adj] 

GLUTTED DEGLTTU GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v] 

GLUTTON GLNOTTU person who eats to excess [n -S] 

GNARLED ADEGLNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

GOATIER AEGIORT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

GODLIER DEGILOR GODLY, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

GODLING DGGILNO lesser god [n -S] 

GOITERS EGIORST GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [n] 

GOITRED DEGIORT GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [adj] 

GOITRES EGIORST GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [n] 

GOLDEST DEGLOST GOLD, golden (of color of gold) [adj] 

GOLIATH AGHILOT person considered to be giant [n -S] 

GOMBEEN BGEEMNO usury, lending of money at exorbitant interest rate [n -S] 

GOODISH DGHIOOS somewhat good [adj] 

GOOFIER EFGIOOR GOOFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

GOOGOLS GGLOOOS GOOGOL, enormous number [n] 

GOOIEST EGIOOST GOOEY, sticky or viscid [adj] 

GOONIER EGINOOR GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

GOOPIER EGIOOPR GOOPY, sticky, gooey [adj] 

GORIEST EGIORST GORY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

GORSIER EGIORRS GORSY, abounding in gorse [adj] 

GOURDES DEGORSU GOURDE, monetary unit of Haiti [n] 

GOURMET EGMORTU connoisseur of fine food and drink [n -S] 

GOUTIER EGIORTU GOUTY, affected with gout [adj] 

GRADATE AADEGRT to change by degrees [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GRAMMES AEGMMRS GRAMME, gram (unit of mass and weight) [n] 

GRANDER ADEGNRR GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 

GRANDER ADEGNRR GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 

GRANDLY ADGLNRY in grand (large and impressive) manner [adv] 

GRAVELY AEGLRVY in grave (extremely serious) manner [adv] 

GRAVEST AEGRSTV GRAVE, extremely serious [adj] 

GRAYEST AEGRSTY GRAY, of color between white and black [adj] 

GREATEN AEEGNRT to make greater (large (of considerable size or quantity)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GREATER AEEGRRT GREAT, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

GREATLY AEGLRTY in great (large (of considerable size or quantity)) manner [adv] 

GREENER EEEGNRR GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREYEST EEGRSTY GREY, gray (of color between white and black) [adj] 

GRIMIER EGIIMRR GRIMY, dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

GRIMMER EGIMMRR GRIM, stern and unrelenting [adj] 

GRIPIER EGIIPRR GRIPY, causing sharp pains in bowels [adj] / GRIPEY [adj] 

GRIPPLE EGILPPR greedy (marked by greed) [adj] 

GRODIER DEGIORR GRODY, sleazy (of low quality or character) [adj] 

GROSSED DEGORSS GROSS, to earn exclusive of deductions [v] 
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GROSSER EGORRSS GROSS, flagrant (extremely conspicuous) [adj] 

GROSSLY GLORSSY in gross (flagrant (extremely conspicuous)) manner [adv] 

GROWTHY GHORTWY fast growing [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GRUFFER EFFGRRU GRUFF, low and harsh in speech [adj] 

GRUMMER EGMMRRU GRUM, morose (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [adj] 

GUARANI AAGINRU monetary unit of Paraguay [n -S, -ES] 

GUILDER DEGILRU former monetary unit of Netherlands [n -S] 

GUINEAS AEGINSU GUINEA, formerly used British coin [n] 

GULDENS DEGLNSU GULDEN, guilder, former monetary unit of Netherlands [n] 

GULFIER EFGILRU GULFY, full of whirlpools [adj] 

GULPIER EGILPRU GULPY, marked by gulping [adj] 

GUNGIER EGGINRU GUNGY, gunky (filthy, sticky, or greasy) [adj] 

GUNKIER EGIKNRU GUNKY, filthy, sticky, or greasy [adj] 

GURSHES EGHRSSU GURSH, qursh, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 

GUSHIER EGHIRSU GUSHY, overly sentimental [adj] 

GUSTIER EGIRSTU GUSTY, blowing in gusts [adj] 

GUTFULS FGLSTUU GUTFUL, excessive amount [n] 

GUTSIER EGIRSTU GUTSY, brave (showing courage) [adj] 

GUTTIER EGIRTTU GUTTY, marked by courage [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

H 

HAGGLED ADEGGHL HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HAGGLER AEGGHLR one that haggles (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [n -S] 

HAGGLES AEGGHLS HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HAIRIER AEHIIRR HAIRY, covered with hair [adj] 

HALFWAY AAFHLWY being in middle [adj] 

HALVERS AEHLRSV half shares [n -S] 

HALVING AGHILNV act of fitting timbers together by cutting out half thickness of each [n -S] / HALVE, to divide into two equal parts [v] 

HAMMIER AEHIMMR HAMMY, overly theatrical [adj] 

HANDFUL ADFHLNU as much as hand can hold [n -S, -DSFUL] 

HANDIER ADEHINR HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

HANDOUT ADHNOTU something given out free [n -S] 

HANTLES AEHLNST HANTLE, large amount [n] 

HAPPIER AEHIPPR HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

HARDEST ADEHRST HARD, firm and unyielding [adj] 

HARDIER ADEHIRR HARDY, very sturdy [adj] 

HARSHER AEHHRRS HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adj] 

HASTATE AAEHSTT triangular [adj] 

HASTIER AEHIRST HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adj] 

HATREDS ADEHRST HATRED, intense dislike or aversion [n] 

HATSFUL AFHLSTU HATFUL, as much as hat can hold [n] 

HAUTEST AEHSTTU HAUTE, high-class [adj] 

HAWALAS AAAHLSW HAWALA, type of financial arrangement in Islamic societies [n] 

HAZIEST AEHISTZ HAZY, unclear (clean and pure) [adj] 

HEADFUL ADEFHLU great amount of knowledge [n -S] 

HEADIER ADEEHIR HEADY, intoxicating [adj] 
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HEAPERS AEEHPRS HEAPER, one that heaps (to pile up) [n] 

HEAPING AEGHINP HEAP, to pile up [v] 

HEAVIER AEEHIRV HEAVY, having much weight [adj] 

HEAVIES AEEHISV HEAVY, villain (cruelly malicious person) [n] 

HEAVILY AEHILVY HEAVY, having much weight [adv] 

HEBETIC BCEEHIT pertaining to puberty (period of sexual maturation) [adj] 

HECTARE ACEEHRT unit of area [n -S] 

HEDGIER DEEGHIR HEDGY, abounding in hedges [adj] 

HEFTIER EEFHIRT HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adj] 

HEFTILY EFHILTY HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adv] 

HEIGHTH EGHHHIT height (highest point) [n -S] 

HEIGHTS EGHHIST HEIGHT, highest point [n] 

HEIRDOM DEHIMOR heirship (right to inheritance) [n -S] 

HEIRESS EEHIRSS female inheritor [n -S] 

HEKTARE AEEHKRT hectare (unit of area) [n -S] 

HEMPIER EEHIMPR HEMPY, mischievous [adj] / HEMPIE [adj] 

HENRIES EEHINRS HENRY, unit of inductance [n] 

HEPPEST EEHPPST HEP, hip (aware of most current styles and trends) [adj] 

HEPTADS ADEHPST HEPTAD, group of seven [n] 

HERBIER BEEHIRR HERBY, abounding in herbs [adj] 

HERTZES EEHRSTZ HERTZ, unit of frequency [n] 

HEXADES ADEEHSX HEXADE, hexad (group of six) [n] 

HEXADIC ACDEHIX HEXAD, group of six [adj] 

HEXAGON AEGHNOX polygon having six sides [n -S] 

HEXAPLA AAEHLPX edition in which six texts are set in parallel columns [n -S] 

HEXAPOD ADEHOPX six-legged insect [n -S] 

HICKEST CEHIKST HICK, characteristic of rural people [adj] 

HIGGLED DEGGHIL HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HIGGLER EGGHILR one that higgles (to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying))) [n -S] 

HIGGLES EGGHILS HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HIGHEST EGHHIST HIGH, reaching far upward [adj] 

HIGHTHS GHHHIST HIGHTH, height (highest point) [n] 

HILLIER EHIILLR HILLY, abounding in hills [adj] 

HINKIER EHIIKNR HINKY, suspicious [adj] 

HIPNESS EHINPSS state of being hip (aware of most current styles and trends) [n -ES] 

HIPPEST EHIPPST HIP, aware of most current styles and trends [adj] 

HIPPIER EHIIPPR HIPPY, having big hips [adj] 

HISSIER EHIIRSS HISSY, characterized by hissing sound [adj] 

HITLESS EHILSST being without hit [adj] 

HOARIER AEHIORR HOARY, white with age [adj] 

HOARSER AEHORRS HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adj] 

HOBOISM BHIMOOS state of being hobo [n -S] 

HOCKING CGHIKNO HOCK, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

HOGGING GGGHINO HOG, to take more than one's share [v] 

HOGGISH GGHHIOS coarsely selfish [adj] 

HOGLIKE EGHIKLO hoggish (coarsely selfish) [adj] 

HOKIEST EHIKOST HOKEY, false; contrived [adj] 
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HOLARDS ADHLORS HOLARD, total quantity of water in soil [n] 

HOLIEST EHILOST HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

HOMERIC CEHIMOR having large or grand quality [adj] 

HOMIEST EHIMOST HOMY, homey (homelike (suggestive of home)) [adj] / HOMEY [adj] 

HONDLED DDEHLNO HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONDLES DEHLNOS HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HONESTY EHNOSTY truthfulness [n -TIES] 

HOOKIER EHIKOOR HOOKY, full of hooks [adj] 

HOOTIER EHIOORT HOOTY, sounding like cry of owl [adj] 

HOPPIER EHIOPPR HOPPY, having taste of hops (catkins of particular vine) [adj] 

HORNIER EHINORR HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

HOTHEAD ADEHHOT quick-tempered person [n -S] 

HOTNESS EHNOSST state of being hot (having high temperature) [n -ES] 

HOTSHOT HHOOSTT showily skillful person [n -S] 

HOTSPUR HOPRSTU hothead (quick-tempered person) [n -S] 

HOTTEST EHOSTTT HOT, having high temperature [adj] 

HOTTISH HHIOSTT somewhat hot [adj] 

HOUSIER EHIORSU HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

HRYVNAS AHNRSVY HRYVNA, hryvnia, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

HRYVNIA AHINRVY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

HRYVNYA AHNRVYY HRYVNIA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

HUBBUBS BBBHSUU HUBBUB, uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n] 

HUFFIER EFFHIRU HUFFY, easily offended [adj] 

HUGEOUS EGHOSUU huge (very large) [adj] 

HUGGIER EGGHIRU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HULKIER EHIKLRU HULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

HULKING GHIKLNU HULK, to appear impressively large [v] 

HUMANER AEHMNRU HUMANE, compassionate [adj] 

HUMBLER BEHLMRU HUMBLE, modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [adj] 

HUMIDLY DHILMUY in humid (having much humidity) manner [adv] 

HUMPIER EHIMPRU HUMPY, full of humps [adj] 

HUNDRED DDEHNRU number [n -S] 

HUNKIER EHIKNRU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

HUSKIER EHIKRSU HUSKY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

HYPERER EEHPRRY HYPER [adj] 
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I 

IAMBICS ABCIIMS IAMBIC, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

ICINESS CEIINSS state of being icy (covered with ice) [n -ES] 

ICKIEST CEIIKST ICKY, repulsive [adj] 

IDEALLY ADEILLY perfectly (in perfect (lacking fault or defect; of extreme kind) manner) [adv] 

IDLESSE DEEILSS idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n -S] 

IFFIEST EFFIIST IFFY, full of uncertainty [adj] 

ILLNESS EILLNSS sickness (state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health)) [n -ES] 

IMMENSE EEIMMNS great in size [adj -R, -ST] 

IMMUNER EIMMNRU IMMUNE [adj] 
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IMPREST EIMPRST loan or advance of money [n -S] 

IMPROVE EIMOPRV to make better [v -D, -VING, -S] 

IMPURER EIMPRRU IMPURE, not pure [adj] 

INANEST AEINNST INANE, nonsensical [adj] 

INAPTLY AILNPTY INAPT, not apt (suitable (appropriate)) [adv] 

INBEING BEGIINN state of being inherent (existing in something as essential characteristic) [n -S] 

INCHERS CEHINRS INCHER, something having specified number of inches [n] 

INCHING CGHIINN INCH, to move very slowly [v] 

INCOMES CEIMNOS income, sum of money earned regularly [n] 

INEPTER EEINPRT INEPT, not suitable [adj] 

INEXACT ACEINTX not exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) [adj] 

INFESTS EFINSST INFEST, to overrun in large numbers [v] 

INGULFS FGILNSU INGULF, to engulf (to surround completely) [v] 

INLYING GIINNLY located farther in [adj] 

INNAGES AEGINNS INNAGE, quantity of goods remaining in container after shipment [n] 

INNINGS GIINNNS part of game of cricket [n -ES] / INNING, division of baseball game [n] 

INPHASE AEHINPS having matching electrical phases [adj] 

INSANER AEINNRS INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSOFAR AFINORS to such extent [adv] 

INSTANT AINNSTT very short time [n -S] 

INTEGER EEGINRT whole number [n -S] 

INTENSE EEINNST existing in extreme degree [adj -R, -ST] 

INTERIM EIIMNRT interval (space of time between periods or events) [n -S] 

INVOICE CEIINOV to bill (to present statement of costs to) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

IRATEST AEIRSTT IRATE, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj] 

IRONIER EIINORR IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [adj] 

IRONMAN AIMNNOR man of great strength and stamina [n -MEN] 

ISOBATH ABHIOST line on map connecting points of equal water depth [n -S] 

ISODOSE DEIOOSS pertaining to zones that receive equal doses of radiation [adj] 

ISOFORM FIMOORS one of two or more proteins having similar form [n -S] 

ISOGAMY AGIMOSY fusion of two similar gametes [n -MIES] 

ISOGENY EGINOSY state of being of similar origin [n -NIES] 

ISOGONS GINOOSS ISOGON, polygon having equal angles [n] 

ISOGRAM AGIMORS line on map connecting points of equal value [n -S] 

ISOGRIV GIIORSV line drawn on map such that all points have equal grid variation [n -S] 

ISOHELS EHILOSS ISOHEL, line on map connecting points receiving equal sunshine [n] 

ISOHYET EHIOSTY line on map connecting points having equal rainfall [n -S] 

ISOLEAD ADEILOS line on ballistic graph [n -S] 

ISOLINE EIILNOS isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

ISONOMY IMNOOSY equality of civil rights [n -MIES] 

ISOPACH ACHIOPS isogram connecting points of equal thickness [n -S] 

ISOSPIN IINOPSS type of quantum number [n -S] 

ISOTACH ACHIOST line on map connecting points of equal wind velocity [n -S] 

ISOTONE EINOOST type of atom (smallest unit of element) [n -S] 

ISOTOPY IOOPSTY state of being isotope (form of element) [n -PIES] 

ITCHIER CEHIIRT ITCHY, causing itching sensation [adj] 

IVORIER EIIORRV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 
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J 

JACKPOT ACJKOPT top prize or reward [n] 

JACOBUS ABCJOSU old English coin [n -ES] 

JAGGIER AEGGIJR JAGGY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

JAMMIER AEIJMMR JAMMY, sticky with jam (boiled fruit and sugar) [adj] 

JARSFUL AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

JAZZIER AEIJRZZ JAZZY, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

JERKIER EEIJKRR JERKY, characterized by jerking movements [adj] 

JETTIER EEIJRTT JETTY, having color jet black [adj] 

JIGGIER EGGIIJR JIGGY, pleasurably excited [adj] 

JIMPEST EIJMPST JIMP, natty (neatly dressed) [adj] 

JITTERS EIJRSTT JITTER, to fidget (to move nervously or restlessly) [v] 

JIVIEST EIIJSTV JIVEY, jazzy, lively [adj] 

JOANNES AEJNNOS johannes, Portuguese coin [n JOANNES] 

JOCOSER CEJOORS JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S] / JOG, to run at slow, steady pace [v] 

JOGTROT GJOORTT to move at slow, regular pace [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

JOKIEST EIJKOST JOKY, jokey (amusing) [adj] / JOKEY [adj] 

JOLLIER EIJLLOR JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOLTIER EIJLORT JOLTY, marked by jolting motion [adj] 

JOWLIER EIJLORW JOWLY, having prominent jowls [adj] 

JOYANCE ACEJNOY gladness (state of being glad (feeling pleasure)) [n -S] 

JUDGIER DEGIJRU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] JUDGY [adj] 

JUGSFUL FGJLSUU JUGFUL, as much as jug will hold [n] 

JUICIER CEIIJRU JUICY, full of juice [adj] 

JUICILY CIIJLUY JUICY, full of juice [adv] 

JUMPIER EIJMPRU JUMPY, nervous (easily excited) [adj] 

JUNKIER EIJKNRU JUNKY, worthless [adj] 

JUSTEST EJSSTTU JUST, acting in conformity with what is morally good [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

K 

KAIZENS AEIKNSZ KAIZEN, Japanese business practice of continuous improvement [n] 

KALENDS ADEKLNS calends (first day of Roman month) [n KALENDS] 

KANTARS AAKNRST KANTAR, unit of weight [n] 

KAPEYKA AAEKKPY monetary unit of Belarus [n KAPEEK] 

KEELAGE AEEEGKL amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n -S] 

KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj] 

KELTERS EEKLRST KELTER, kilter (good condition) [n] 

KELVINS EIKLNSV KELVIN, unit of temperature [n] 

KEMPIER EEIKMPR KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

KICKIER CEIIKKR KICKY, exciting [adj] 

KILLING GIIKLLN sudden notable success [n -S]  

KILOBAR ABIKLOR unit of atmospheric pressure [n -S] 

KILOBIT BIIKLOT unit of computer information [n -S] 
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KILORAD ADIKLOR unit of nuclear radiation [n -S] 

KILOTON IKLNOOT unit of weight [n -S] 

KILTERS EIKLRST KILTER, good condition [n] 

KINDEST DEIKNST KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 

KINGDOM DGIKMNO area ruled by king [n -S] 

KINKIER EIIKKNR KINKY, tightly curled [adj] 

KINSHIP HIIKNPS relationship (state of being related) [n -S] 

KISSIER EIIKRSS KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KISTFUL FIIKLSTU as much as kist can hold [n -S] 

KITTLER EIKLRTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

KNACKER ACEKKNR to exhaust [v -ED, -ING, -S] / one that buys old livestock [n -S] 

KOBOLDS BDKLOOS KOBOLD, elf (small, often mischievous fairy) [n] 

KOOKIER EIKKOOR KOOKIE, kooky (eccentric) [adj] / KOOKY [adj] 

KOPECKS CEKKOPS KOPECK, Russian coin [n] 

KOPIYKA AIKKOPY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

KOPIYKY IKKOPYY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

KOPIYOK IKKOOPY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

KORUNAS AKNORSU KORUNA, monetary unit of Czech Republic [n] 

KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

KREUZER EEKRRUZ kreutzer, former monetary unit of Austria [n -S] 

KWACHAS AACHKSW KWACHA, monetary unit of Malawi and Zambia [n] 

KWANZAS AAKNSWZ KWANZA, monetary unit of Angola [n] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

L 

LACONIC ACCILNO using minimum of words [adj] 

LADDIER ADDEILR LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] 

LAIRIER AEIILRR LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAKIEST AEIKLST LAKY, of color of blood [adj] 

LAMBERT ABELMRT unit of brightness [n -S] 

LANGLEY AEGLLNY unit of illumination [n -S] 

LANGUID ADGILNU lacking in vigor or vitality [adj] 

LANGUOR AGLNORU state of being languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [n -S] 

LANKEST AEKLNST LANK, long and slender [adj] 

LANKIER AEIKLNR LANKY, ungracefully tall and thin [adj] 

LARGELY AEGLLRY LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adv] 

LARGESS AEGLRSS generosity [n -ES] 

LARGEST AEGLRST LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adj] 

LARGISH AGHILRS somewhat large [adj] 

LARKIER AEIKLRR LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LASHINS AHILNSS abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n] 

LASTERS AELRSST LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n] 

LASTING AGILNST durable fabric [n -S] / LAST, to continue in existence [v] 

LATENCY ACELNTY state of being present but not manifest [n -CIES] 

LATHIER AEHILRT LATHY, long and slender [adj] 

LATTERS AELRSTT LATTER, second mentioned person or thing of two [n] 

LAWLESS AELLSSW having no system of laws [adj] 
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LAXNESS AELNSSX laxity (state of being lax (not strict or stringent)) [n -ES] 

LAZIEST AEILSTZ LAZY, disinclined toward work or exertion [adj] 

LAZYISH AHILSYZ somewhat lazy [adj] 

LEADING ADEGILN LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [v] 

LEAFIER AEEFILR LEAFY, covered with leaves [adj] 

LEAGUER AEEGLRU to besiege (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEAKIER AEEIKLR LEAKY, tending to leak [adj] 

LEAKILY AEIKLLY LEAKY, tending to leak [adv] 

LEANEST AEELNST LEAN, having little fat [adj] 

LEARIER AEEILRR LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

LEASERS AEELRSS LEASER, one that leases, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [n] 

LEASING AEGILNS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [v] 

LEAVIER AEEILRV LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj] 

LECHERY CEEHLRY excessive sexual indulgence [n -RIES] 

LEDGERS DEEGLRS LEDGER, account book of final entry [n] 

LEDGIER DEEGILR LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj] 

LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEFTEST EEFLSTT LEFT, pertaining to side of body to north when one faces east [adj] 

LEFTISH EFHILST inclined to be leftist [adj] 

LEGGIER EEGGILR LEGGY, having long legs [adj] 

LEMPIRA AEILMPR monetary unit of Honduras [n -S] 

LENDERS DEELNRS LENDER, one that lends (to give temporary use of) [n] 

LENDING DEGILNN act of giving something temporarily [n -S] / LEND, to give temporary use of  [v] 

LENIENT EEILNNT gently tolerant [adj] 

LESSENS EELNSSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v] 

LETDOWN DELNOTW decrease [n -S] 

LEVELLY EELLLVY in even (flat and smooth) manner [adv] 

LEWDEST DEELSTW LEWD, obscene (indecent (not decent)) [adj] 

LIBERTY BEILRTY state of being free (not subject to restriction or control) [n -TIES] 

LICENTE CEEILNT SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

LICHTLY CHILLTY lightly (to moderate degree) [adv] 

LIEFEST EEFILST LIEF, willing (inclined or favorably disposed in mind) [adj] 

LIFEFUL EFFILLU full of life [adj] 

LIGHTEN EGHILNT to reduce weight of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LIGHTER EGHILRT LIGHT, having little weight [adj] 

LIGHTLY GHILLTY to moderate degree [adv] 

LIMACON ACILMNO type of geometric curve [n -S] 

LIMBIER BEIILMR LIMBY, having many large branches [adj] 

LIMITER EIILMRT one that limits (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [n -S] 

LIMPEST EILMPST LIMP, lacking rigidity [adj] 

LINAGES AEGILNS LINAGE, number of lines of printed material [n] 

LINGIER EGIILNR LINGY, covered with heaths [adj] 

LINTIER EIILNRT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

LIPPIER EIILPPR LIPPY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

LISENTE EEILNST SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

LITHELY EHILLTY LITHE, bending easily [adv] 

LITHEST EHILSTT LITHE, bending easily [adj] 
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LITHEST EHILSTT LITHE, bending easily [adj] 

LITTLER EILLRTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

LITTLES EILLSTT LITTLE, small amount [n] 

LOANEES AEELNOS LOANEE, one that receives loan [n] 

LOANERS AELNORS LOANER, one that loans (to lend (to give temporary use of)) [n] 

LOCALES ACELLOS LOCALE, locality (area or neighborhood) [n] 

LOCALLY ACLLLOY in particular area [adv] 

LOCATED ACDELOT LOCATE, to determine position of [v] 

LOCATER ACELORT one that locates (to determine position of) [n -S] 

LOCATES ACELOST LOCATE, to determine position of [v] 

LOCATOR ACLOORT locater (one that locates (to determine position of)) [n -S] 

LOFTIER EFILORT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

LOFTILY FILLOTY in lofty (extending high in air) manner [adv] 

LOGGIER EGGILOR LOGGY, logy (sluggish (displaying little movement or activity)) [adj] 

LOGIEST EGILOST LOGY, sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) [adj] 

LONGERS EGLNORS LONGER, one that longs (to desire strongly) [n] 

LONGEST EGLNOST LONG, extending for considerable distance [adj] 

LONGING GGILNNO strong desire [n -S] / LONG, to desire strongly [v] 

LONGISH GHILNOS somewhat long [adj] 

LOONIER EILNOOR LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOONIES EILNOOS LOONIE, coin worth one Canadian dollar [n 

LOOPIER EILOOPR LOOPY, full of loops [adj] 

LOOSELY ELLOOSY LOOSE, not firm, taut, or rigid [adv] 

LOOSEST ELOOSST LOOSE, not firm, taut, or rigid [adj] 

LOPPIER EILOPPR LOPPY, hanging limply [adj] 

LORDOMA ADLMOOR lordosis (curvature of spinal column) [n -S] 

LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj] 

LOSINGS GILNOSS LOSING, loss (act of one that loses) [n] 

LOTTERY ELORTTY type of gambling game [n -RIES] 

LOTTING GILNOTT LOT, to distribute proportionately [v] 

LOUDEST DELOSTU LOUD, strongly audible [adj] 

LOUDISH DHILOSU somewhat loud [adj] 

LOUSIER EILORSU LOUSY, mean or contemptible [adj] 

LOVIEST EILOSTV LOVEY, fondly affectionate [adj] 

LOWBALL ABLLLOW to give customer deceptively low price [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOWBORN BLNOORW of humble birth [adj] 

LOWBRED BDELORW lowborn (of humble birth) [adj] 

LOWDOWN DLNOOWW whole truth [n -S] 

LOWLAND ADLLNOW area of land lying lower than adjacent country [n -S] 

LOWLIER EILLORW LOWLY, low in position or rank [adj] 

LOWLILY ILLLOWY LOWLY, low in position or rank [adv] 

LOWNESS ELNOSSW state of being low (having relatively little upward extension) [n -ES] 

LOYALER AELLORY LOYAL, faithful to one's allegiance [adj] 

LOYALTY ALLOTYY state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance) [n -TIES] 

LUCIDER CDEILRU LUCID, easily understood [adj] 

LUCKIER CEIKLRU LUCKY, having good fortune [adj] 

LUMPIER EILMPRU LUMPY, full of lumps [adj] 
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LUNIEST EILNSTU LUNY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

LUSHEST EHLSSTU LUSH, abounding in vegetation [adj] 

LUSHING GHILNSU LUSH, to drink to excess [v] 

LUSTFUL FLLSTUU marked by excessive sexual desire [adj] 

LUSTIER EILRSTU LUSTY, full of vigor [adj] 

LUSTILY ILLSTUY in lusty (full of vigor) manner [adv] 

LUSTING GILNSTU LUST, to have intense desire [v] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

M 

MADDEST ADDEMST MAD, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

MADNESS ADEMNSS state of being mad (insane (mentally unsound)) [n -ES] 

MAGNIFY AFGIMNY to increase perceived size of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MAJORLY AJLMORY mainly (for most part) [adv] 

MAMMONS AMMMNOS MAMMON, material wealth [n] 

MANGIER AEGIMNR MANGY, affected with mange [adj] / MANGEY [adj] 

MANILLE  AEILLMN second highest trump in certain card games [n -S] 

MANKIER AEIKMNR MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

MANLIER AEILMNR MANLY, having qualities of man [adj] 

MANSION AIMNNOS large, impressive house [n -S] 

MANWARD AADMNRW toward man [adv] 

MAPPERS AEMPPRS MAPPER, one that maps (to delineate on map (representation of region)) [n] 

MAPPING AGIMNPP mathematical correspondence [n -S] 

MARKETS AEKMRST MARKET, to offer for sale [v] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR markka, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKKAS AAKKMRS MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKUPS AKMPRSU MARKUP, increase in price [n] 

MARLIER AEILMRR MARLY, abounding with marl (earthy deposit containing lime, clay, and sand) [adj] 

MARRING AGIMNRR MAR, to detract from perfection or wholeness of [v] 

MARROWY AMORRWY pithy (concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words))) [adj] 

MARSHAL AAHLMRS to put in proper order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MARTING AGIMNRT MART, to market (to offer for sale) [v] 

MASSIER AEIMRSS MASSY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

MASSIFS AFIMSSS MASSIF, principal mountain mass [n] 

MASSIVE AEIMSSV of considerable size [adj] 

MATIEST AEIMSTT MATEY, companionable [adj] 

MATINGS AGIMNST MATING, period during which seasonal-breeding animal can mate [n] 

MATTERS AEMRSTT MATTER, to be of importance [v] 

MATURER AEMRRTU MATURE, fully developed [adj] 

MAUDLIN ADILMNU excessively emotional [adj] 

MAUSIER AEIMRSU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUZIER AEIMRUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MAWKISH AHIKMSW offensively sentimental [adj] 

MAXIMAL AAILMMX element of mathematical set that is followed by no other [n -S] 

MAXIMIN AIIMMNX maximum of set of minima [n -S] 

MAXIMUM AIMMMUX greatest possible amount, quantity, or degree [n -S, -MA] 

MAXWELL AELLMWX unit of magnetic flux [n -S] 
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MAYVINS AIMNSVY MAYVIN, mavin (expert) [n] 

MAZIEST AEIMSTZ MAZY, full of confusing turns and passages [adj] 

MAZUMAS AAMMSUZ MAZUMA, money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n] 

MEAGRER AEEGMRR MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEALIER AEEILMR MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj] 

MEANEST AEEMNST MEAN, inferior in grade, quality, or character [adj] 

MEASURE AEEMRSU to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MEATIER AEEIMRT MEATY, full of meat [adj] 

MEEKEST EEEKMST MEEK, lacking in spirit and courage [adj] 

MEGABAR AABEGMR unit of pressure [n -S] 

MEGABIT ABEGIMT unit of computer information [n -S] 

MEGATON AEGMNOT unit of explosive force [n -S] 

MEGOHMS EGHMMOS MEGOHM, unit of electrical resistance [n] 

MERITED DEEIMRT MERIT, to earn (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [v] 

MEROPIA AEIMOPR partial blindness [n -S] 

MEROPIC CEIMOPR MEROPIA, partial blindness [adj] 

MERRIER EEIMRRR MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

MESSIER EEIMRSS MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj] 

MESSILY EILMSSY in messy (dirty or untidy) manner [adv] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

METAGES AEEGMST METAGE, official measurement of weight or contents [n] 

METERED DEEEMRT METER, to measure by mechanical means [v] 

METICAL ACEILMT monetary unit of Mozambique [n -S, -AIS] 

METICAS ACEIMST monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

METRICS CEIMRST METRIC, standard of measurement [n] 

METRIFY EFIMRTY to compose in metrical form [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

METRING EGIMNRT METRE, to meter (to measure by mechanical means) [v] 

MICKLER CEIKLMR MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

MICKLES CEIKLMS MICKLE, large amount [n] 

MICRIFY CFIIMRY to make small (of limited size or quantity) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MICROHM CHIMMOR unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

MICRONS CIMNORS MICRON, unit of length [n] 

MIDAIRS ADIIMRS MIDAIR, region in middle of air [n] 

MIDDLED DDDEILM MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDDLES DDEILMS MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDGETS DEGIMST MIDGET, very small person [n] 

MIDLINE DEIILMN median line [n -S] 

MIDSIZE DEIIMSZ of intermediate size [adj] 

MIFFIER EFFIIMR MIFFY, easily annoyed [adj] 

MIKRONS IKMNORS MIKRON, micron (unit of length) [n] 

MILAGES AEGILMS MILAGE, mileage (total distance expressed in miles) [n] 

MILDEST DEILMST MILD, not harsh or rough [adj] 

MILEAGE AEEGILM total distance expressed in miles [n -S] 

MILLAGE AEGILLM type of monetary rate [n -S] 

MILLIER EIILLMR unit of weight [n -S] 

MILLIME EIILLMM coin of Tunisia [n -S] 

MILLINE EIILLMN unit of advertising space [n -S] 
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MILLION IILLMNO number [n -S] 

MILREIS EIILMRS former monetary unit of Portugal [n MILREIS] 

MILTIER EIILMRT MILTY, full of milt [adj] 

MILTIER EIILMRT MILTY, full of milt [adj] 

MINCIER CEIIMNR MINCY, affectedly dainty [adj] 

MINGIER EGIIMNR MINGY, mean and stingy [adj] 

MINIMAL AIILMMN element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n -S] 

MINIMAX AIIMMNX minimum of set of maxima [n -ES] 

MINIMUM IIMMMNU least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n -S, -MA] 

MINTIER EIIMNRT MINTY, having flavor of mint (aromatic herb) [adj] 

MINUEND DEIMNNU number from which another is to be subtracted [n -S] 

MINUSES EIMNSSU MINUS, negative quantity [n] 

MINUTER EIMNRTU MINUTE, very small [adj] 

MINUTIA AIIMNTU small detail [n -E] 

MINYANS AIMNNSY MINYAN, minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

MIRKEST EIKMRST MIRK, murk (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MIRKIER EIIKMRR MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MISGAGE AEGGIMS to misgauge (to gauge wrong or inaccurately) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISKALS AIKLMSS MISKAL, Oriental unit of weight [n] 

MISTIER EIIMRST MISTY, blurry (unclear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

MISTIME EIIMMST to time wrongly [v -D, -MING, -S] 

MITIEST EIIMSTT MITY, infested with mites [adj] 

MODICUM CDIMMOU small amount [n -S, -CA] 

MODULES DELMOSU MODULE, standard of measurement [n] 

MODULUS DLMOSUU number that produces same remainder when divided into each of two numbers [n -LI] 

MOIDORE DEIMOOR former gold coin of Portugal [n -S] 

MOISTER EIMORST MOIST, slightly wet [adj] 

MOISTLY ILMOSTY in moist (slightly wet) manner [adv] 

MOLDIER DEILMOR MOLDY, musty (having stale odor) [adj] 

MOMENTS EMMNOST MOMENT, brief period of time [n] 

MONARCH ACHMNOR absolute ruler [n -S] 

MONEYED DEEMNOY having much money [adj] 

MONTHLY HLMNOTY publication issued once month [n -LIES] 

MONTIES EIMNOST MONTY, full amount expected or possible [n] 

MOOCHED CDEHMOO MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOOCHER CEHMOOR one that mooches (to obtain without paying) [n -S] 

MOOCHES CEHMOOS MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOODIER DEIMOOR MOODY, given to changing moods [adj] 

MOOLAHS AHLMOOS MOOLAH, money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n] 

MOPIEST EIMOPST MOPY, mopey (dejected) [adj] / MOPEY [adj] 

MORALES AELMORS MORALE, state of spirits of individual or group [n] 

MOREISH EHIMORS so good that you want to have more [adj] 

MORGANS AGMNORS MORGAN, unit of distance between genes [n] 

MORGENS EGMNORS MORGEN, Dutch unit of land area [n] 

MORSELS ELMORSS MORSEL, to divide into small pieces [v] 

MOSSIER EIMORSS MOSSY, covered with moss [adj] 

MOSTEST EMOSSTT most (greatest amount) [n -S] 
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MOTHIER EHIMORT MOTHY, full of moths [adj] 

MOTLIER EILMORT MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

MOUCHED CDEHMOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MOUCHES CEHMOSU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MUCKIER CEIKMRU MUCKY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

MUCKLER CEKLMRU MUCKLE, much great [adj] 

MUCKLES CEKLMSU MUCKLE, large amount [n] 

MUDDIER DDEIMRU MUDDY, covered or filled with mud [adj] 

MUGFULS FGLMSUU MUGFUL, as much as mug can hold [n] 

MUGGIER EGGIMRU MUGGY, warm and humid [adj] 

MUGGILY GGILMUY in muggy (warm and humid) manner [adv] 

MULTURE ELMRTUU fee paid to miller for grinding grain [n -S] 

MUMSIER EIMMRSU MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

MUNCHIE CEHIMNU small amount of food eaten between meals [n -S] 

MUNGOES EGMNOSU MUNGO, low-quality wool [n] 

MURAGES AEGMRSU MURAGE, tax levied for repairing walls of town [n] 

MURKEST EKMRSTU MURK, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

MURKIER EIKMRRU MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

MUSSIER EIMRSSU MUSSY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj] 

MUSTEES EEMSSTU MUSTEE, octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry) [n] 

MUSTIER EIMRSTU MUSTY, having stale odor [adj] 

MUTABLE ABELMTU capable of change [adj] 

MUTABLY ABLMTUY MUTABLE, capable of change [adv] 

MUTISMS IMMSSTU MUTISM, muteness (state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech)) [n] 

MUTUALS ALMSTUU MUTUAL, mutual fund [n] 

MUTUELS ELMSTUU MUTUEL, system of betting on races [n] 

MUZZIER EIMRUZZ MUZZY, confused [adj] 

MYRIADS ADIMRSY MYRIAD, very large number [n] 
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NAFFEST AEFFNST NAFF, lacking taste or style [adj] 

NAGGIER AEGGINR NAGGY, given to nagging [adj] 

NAIVEST AEINSTV NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adj] 

NAKEDER ADEEKNR NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

NAKEDLY ADEKLNY NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adv] 

NANISMS AIMNNSS NANISM, abnormal smallness [n] 

NANOBOT ABNNOOT very small self-propelled machine [n -S] 

NAPPERS AENPPRS NAPPER, one that naps (to sleep briefly) [n] 

NARCISM ACIMNRS excessive love of oneself [n -S] 

NARKIER AEIKNRR NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NASTIER AEINRST NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NAUGHTS AGHNSTU NAUGHT, zero [n] 

NEAREST AEENRST NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NEARISH AEHINRS NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NEATEST AEENSTT NEAT, being in state of cleanliness and order [adj] 
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NEATNIK AEIKNNT compulsively neat person [n -S] 

NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDILY DEEILNY in needy (in state of poverty) manner [adv] 

NEONATE AEENNOT newborn child [n -S] 

NERDIER DEEINRR NERDY, socially inept [adj] 

NERVIER EEINRRV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

NERVOUS ENORSUV easily excited [adj] 

NEWBIES BEEINSW NEWBIE, newcomer (one that has recently arrived) [n] 

NEWBORN BENNORW recently born infant [n -S] 

NEWMOWN EMNNOWW recently mown [adj] 

NEWNESS EENNSSW state of being new (existing only short time) [n -ES] 

NEWSIER EEINRSW NEWSY, full of news [adj] 

NEWTONS ENNOSTW NEWTON, unit of force [n] 

NIFFERS EFFINRS NIFFER, to barter, to trade, to give in exchange for another commodity [v] 

NIFFIER EFFIINR NIFFY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

NIFTIER EFIINRT NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adj] 

NIGHEST EGHINST NIGH, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

NIGHTLY GHILNTY every night; at night [adv] 

NIMBLER BEILMNR NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NIMIETY EIIMNTY excess [n -TIES] 

NIMIOUS IIMNOSU NIMIETY, excess [adj] 

NINTHLY HILNNTY in ninth place [adv] 

NIPPIER EIINPPR NIPPY, sharp or biting [adj] 

NITTIER EIINRTT NITTY, full of nits [adj] 

NOBBIER BBEINOR NOBBY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

NOBLEST BELNOST NOBLE, possessing qualities of excellence [adj] 

NOISIER EIINORS NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

NOMISMS IMMNOSS NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [n] 

NONAGES AEGNNOS NONAGE, period of immaturity [n] 

NONAGON AGNNNOO nine-sided polygon [n -S] 

NONBOOK BKNNOOO book of little literary merit [n -S] 

NONLIFE EFILNNO absence of life [n -IVES] 

NONPAID ADINNOP not paid (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [adj] 

NONPOOR NNOOOPR not being poor [adj] 

NONSUCH CHNNOSU nonesuch (person or thing without equal) [n -ES] 

NONUPLE ELNNOPU number nine times as great as another [n -S] 

NONWAGE AEGNNOW not including or involving wages (money paid for work or services) [adj] 

NONZERO ENNOORZ having value other than zero [adj] 

NOPLACE ACELNOP not in or at any place [adv] 

NOSIEST EINOSST NOSY, unduly curious [adj] / NOSEY [adj] 

NOTHING GHINNOT absence of all quantity or magnitude [n -S] 

NOUGHTS GHNOSTU NOUGHT, naught (zero) [n] 

NOWNESS ENNOSSW state of existing at present time [n -ES] 

NUBBIER BBEINRU NUBBY, having nubs [adj] 

NULLING GILLNNU NULL, to reduce to nothing [v] 

NULLITY ILLNTUY something of no legal force [n -TIES] 

NUMBERS BEMNRSU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 
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NUMBEST BEMNSTU NUMB, lacking sensation [adj] 

NUMERAL AELMNRU symbol that expresses number [n -S] 

NUMERIC CEIMNRU numeral (symbol that expresses number) [n -S] 

NUMMARY AMMNRUY pertaining to coins [adj] 

NUMMIER EIMMNRU NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUTSIER EINRSTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

NUTTIER EINRTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj]  

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 
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OAKIEST AEIKOST OAKY, tasting of oak sap [adj] 

OATIEST AEIOSTT OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj] 

OBESELY BEELOSY OBESE, very fat [adv] 

OBTUSER BEORSTU OBTUSE, dull (mentally slow) [adj] 

OCELLUS CELLOSU minute simple eye [n -LLI] 

OCTADIC ACCDIOT OCTAD, group of eight [adj] 

OCTAGON ACGNOOT eight-sided polygon [n -S] 

OCTANTS ACNOSTT OCTANT, eighth of circle [n] 

OCTAVAL AACLOTV OCTAVE, type of musical interval [adj] 

OCTAVOS ACOOSTV OCTAVO, page size [n] 

OCTETTE CEEOTTT octet (group of eight) [n -S] 

OCTROIS CIOORST OCTROI, tax on certain articles brought into city [n] 

OCTUPLE CELOPTU to multiply by eight [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OCTUPLY CLOPTUY to eight times degree [adv] 

ODDNESS DDENOSS state of being odd (unusual (not usual)) [n -ES] 

OERSTED DEEORST unit of magnetic intensity [n -S] 

OFTENER EEFNORT OFTEN, frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner) [adv] 

OGDOADS ADDGOOS group of eight [n] 

OILIEST EIILOST OILY, covered or soaked with oil [adj] 

OLDNESS DELNOSS state of being old (living or existing for relatively long time) [n -ES] 

ONEFOLD DEFLNOO constituting single, undivided whole [adj] 

ONENESS EENNOSS unity (state of being one single entity) [n -ES] 

ONERIER EEINORR ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj] 

ONLIEST EILNOST only, with nothing or no one else [adj] 

OPAQUER AEOPQRU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 

OPENEST EENOPST OPEN, affording unobstructed access, passage, or view [adj] 

OPTIMAL AILMOPT most desirable [adj] 

OPULENT ELNOPTU wealthy (having wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [adj] 

ORALITY AILORTY state of being produced orally [n -TIES] 

ORDINAL ADILNOR number designating position in series [n -S] 

OROTUND DNOORTU full and clear in sound [adj] 

OSCULAR ACLORSU pertaining to mouth [adj] 

OSMOLAL ALLMOOS OSMOL, unit of osmotic pressure [adj] 

OSMOLES ELMOOSS OSMOLE, osmol (unit of osmotic pressure) [n] 

OSTMARK AKMORST former East German monetary unit [n -S] 

OUGIYAS AGIOSUY OUGIYA, ouguiya, monetary unit of Mauritania [n] 
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OUGUIYA AGIOUUY monetary unit of Mauritania [n -S] 

OUTACTS ACOSTTU OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

OUTADDS ADDOSTU OUTADD, to surpass in adding [v] 

OUTASKS AKOSSTU OUTASK, to surpass in asking [v] 

OUTBACK ABCKOTU isolated rural country [n -S] 

OUTBAKE ABEKOTU to surpass in baking [v -D, -KING, -S] 

OUTBARK ABKORTU to surpass in barking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBAWL ABLOTUW to surpass in bawling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBEAM ABEMOTU to surpass in beaming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBEGS BEGOSTU OUTBEG, to surpass in begging [v] 

OUTBIDS BDIOSTU OUTBID, to bid higher than [v] 

OUTBRAG ABGORTU to surpass in bragging [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

OUTBULK BKLOTUU to surpass in bulking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBURN BNORTUU to burn longer than [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTBUYS BOSTUUY OUTBUY, to surpass in buying [v] 

OUTCAST ACOSTTU one that is cast out [n -S] 

OUTCOOK CKOOOTU to surpass in cooking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCROW COORTUW to surpass in crowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTDARE ADEORTU to surpass in daring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTDOER DEOORTU one that outdoes (to exceed in performance) [n -S] 

OUTDOES DEOOSTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDONE DENOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDRAG ADGORTU to surpass in drag racing [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

OUTDRAW ADORTUW to attract larger audience than [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTDROP DOOPRTU to surpass in dropping [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OUTDUEL DELOTUU to surpass in dueling [v -ED, -LLED -ING, -LLING, -S] 

OUTEARN AENORTU to surpass in earning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTEATS AEOSTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUTECHO CEHOOTU to surpass in echoing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTFAST AFOSTTU to surpass in fasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFAWN AFNOTUW to surpass in fawning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFEEL EEFLOTU to surpass in feeling [v -FELT, -ING, -S] 

OUTFIND DFINOTU to surpass in finding [v -FOUND, -ING, -S] 

OUTFIRE EFIORTU to surpass in firing [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTFISH FHIOSTU to surpass in fishing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTFLEW EFLOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFOOL FLOOOTU to surpass in fooling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFOOT FOOOTTU to surpass in speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGAIN AGINOTU to gain more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGAZE AEGOTUZ to surpass in gazing [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUTGIVE EGIOTUV to give more than [v -GAVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

OUTGLOW GLOOTUW to surpass in glowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGNAW AGNOTUW to surpass in gnawing [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTGOES EGOOSTU OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGONE EGNOOTU OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGRIN GINORTU to surpass in grinning [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OUTGROW GOORTUW to grow too large for [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 
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OUTGUNS GNOSTUU OUTGUN, to surpass in firepower [v] 

OUTGUSH GHOSTUU to surpass in gushing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHEAR AEHORTU to surpass in hearing [v -D, -ING, -S] 

OUTHITS HIOSTTU OUTHIT, to get more hits than [v] 

OUTHOWL HLOOTUW to surpass in howling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHUNT HNOTTUU to surpass in hunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTJINX IJNOTUX to surpass in jinxing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTJUMP JMOPTUU to surpass in jumping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTKEEP EEKOPTU to surpass in keeping [v -KEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTKICK CIKKOTU to surpass in kicking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTKILL IKLLOTU to surpass in killing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTKISS IKOSSTU to surpass in kissing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTLAID ADILOTU OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAIN AILNOTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAST ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAYS ALOSTUY OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLEAD ADELOTU to surpass in leading [v -LED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLEAP AELOPTU to surpass in leaping [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTLIES EILOSTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLIVE EILOTUV to live longer than [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTLOVE ELOOTUV to surpass in loving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTMANS AMNOSTU OUTMAN, to surpass in manpower [v] 

OUTMOST MOOSTTU farthest out [adj] 

OUTMOVE EMOOTUV to move faster or farther than [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTPACE ACEOPTU to surpass in speed [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTPASS AOPSSTU to excel in passing football [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPITY IOPTTUY to surpass in pitying [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

OUTPLAN ALNOPTU to surpass in planning [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OUTPLAY ALOPTUY to excel or defeat in game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPLOD DLOOPTU to surpass in plodding [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

OUTPLOT LOOPTTU to surpass in plotting [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

OUTPOLL LLOOPTU to get more votes than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPRAY AOPRTUY to surpass in praying [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPULL LLOPTUU to attract larger audience or following than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPUSH HOPSTUU to surpass in pushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTRACE ACEORTU to run faster or farther than [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTRAGE AEGORTU to arouse anger or resentment in [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRANK AKNORTU to rank higher than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTRATE AEORTTU to surpass in rating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTRAVE AEORTUV to surpass in raving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTREAD ADEORTU to surpass in reading [v OUTREAD, -ING, -S] 

OUTRIDE DEIORTU to ride faster or better than [v -RODE, -DDEN, -ING, -S] 

OUTRING GINORTU to ring louder than [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTROAR AOORRTU to roar louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROCK CKOORTU to surpass in rocking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROLL LLOORTU to roll out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROWS OORSTUW OUTROW, to surpass in rowing [v] 
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OUTRUNS NORSTUU OUTRUN, to run faster than [v] 

OUTRUSH HORSTUU to surpass in rushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTSAID ADIOSTU OUTSAY, to surpass in saying [v] 

OUTSAIL AILOSTU to sail faster than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSAYS AOSSTUY OUTSAY, to surpass in saying [v] 

OUTSELL ELLOSTU to sell more than [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

OUTSING GINOSTU to surpass in singing [v -SANG, -SUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTSINS INOSSTU OUTSIN, to surpass in sinning [v] 

OUTSITS IOSSTTU OUTSIT, to remain sitting or in session longer than [v] 

OUTSIZE EIOSTUZ unusual size [n -S] 

OUTSOAR AOORSTU to soar beyond [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTAY AOSTTUY to surpass in staying power [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTEP EOPSTTU to step beyond [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OUTSULK KLOSTUU to surpass in sulking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSUNG GNOSTUU OUTSING, to surpass in singing [v] 

OUTSWIM IMOSTUW to swim faster or farther than [v -WAM, -WUM, -MMING, -S] 

OUTTALK AKLOTTU to surpass in talking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTASK AKOSTTU to surpass in tasking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTROT OORTTTU to surpass in trotting [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

OUTTURN NORTTUU quantity produced [n -S] 

OUTVIED DEIOTUV OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTVIES EIOSTUV OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTVOTE EOOTTUV to defeat by majority of votes [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTWAIT AIOTTUW to exceed in patience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWALK AKLOTUW to surpass in walking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWARS AORSTUW OUTWAR, to surpass in warring [v] 

OUTWEAR AEORTUW to last longer than [v -WORN, WORE, -ING, -S] 

OUTWEEP EEOPTUW to weep more than [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTWENT ENOTTUW OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTWILE EILOTUW to surpass in wiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTWILL ILLOTUW to surpass in willpower [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWISH HIOSTUW to surpass in wishing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTWITH HIOTTUW beyond limits of [prep] 

OUTWORK KOORTUW to work faster or better than [v -ED, -WROUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTYELL ELLOTUY to yell louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTYELP ELOPTUY to surpass in yelping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVALITY AILOTVY ovalness (state of being oval) [n -TIES] 

OVARIAL AAILORV ovarian (pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland)) [adj] 

OVERAGE AEEGORV amount in excess [n -S] 

OVERAPT AEOPRTV excessively apt [adj] 

OVERARM AEMORRV to supply with excess of weaponry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBET BEEORTV to bet too much [v OVERBET, -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

OVERBID BDEIORV to bid higher than [v OVERBID, -DEN, -ING, -S] 

OVERBIG BEGIORV too big [adj] 

OVERBUY BEORUVY to buy in quantities exceeding need or demand [v -BOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OVERCOY CEOORVY too coy [adj] 

OVERCUT CEORTUV to cut too much [v OVERCUT, -TTING, -S] 
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OVERDID DDEIORV OVERDO, to do to excess [v] 

OVERDOG DEGOORV one that is dominant or victorious [n -S] 

OVERDRY DEORRVY to dry too much [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

OVERDUB BDEORUV to add sound to existing recording [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

OVERDYE DEEORVY to dye with too much color [v -D, -ING, -S] 

OVEREAT AEEORTV to eat to excess [v -RATE, -EN -ING, -S] 

OVERFAR AEFORRV too great in distance, extent, or degree [adj] 

OVERFAT AEFORTV too fat [adj] 

OVERFIT EFIORTV fitted to excess [adj] 

OVERHOT EHOORTV too hot [adj] 

OVERLAX AELORVX too lax [adj] 

OVERLET EELORTV to let to excess [v OVERLET, -TTING, -S] 

OVERLIT EILORTV OVERLIGHT, to light excessively [v] 

OVERMAN AEMNORV foreman (man who supervises workers) [n MEN] / to provide with more men than are needed [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OVERMIX EIMORVX to mix too much [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERNEW EENORVW too new [adj] 

OVERPAY AEOPRVY to pay too much [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

OVERPLY ELOPRVY to ply to excess; overwork [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

OVERSAD ADEORSV excessively sad [adj] 

OVERSUP EOPRSUV to sup to excess [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERTAX AEORTVX to tax too heavily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTIP EIOPRTV to tip more than what is customary [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERUSE EEORSUV to use too much [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OVERWET EEORTVW to wet too much [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 
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PACIEST ACEIPST PACEY, keeping fast pace (rate of speed) [adj] / PACY [adj] 

PAEONIC ACEINOP PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

PAGEFUL AEFGLPU as much as page can hold [n -S] 

PAHLAVI AAHILPV former coin of Iran [n -S] 

PAILFUL AIFLLPU as much as pail can hold [n -S, -LSFUL] 

PALIEST AEILPST PALY, somewhat pale [adj] 

PALLIER AEILLPR PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALMFUL AFLLMPU as much as palm can hold [n -S] 

PALMIER AEILMPR PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] 

PALSIER AEILPRS PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PARCELS ACELPRS PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PARKIER AEIKPRR PARKY, chilly (cool (moderately cold)) [adj] 

PARRING AFINPRR PAR, to shoot in standard number of strokes in golf [v] 

PARSECS ACEPRSS PARSEC, unit of astronomical distance [n] 

PARTIER AEIPRRT PARTY [adj] 

PARTITE AEIPRTT divided into parts [adj] 

PARTWAY AAPRTWY to some extent [adv] 

PASCALS AACLPRS PASCAL, unit of pressure [n] 

PASSELS AELPSSS PASSEL, large quantity or number [n] 

PASSION AINOPSS intense emotion [n -S] 
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PASTIER AEIPRST PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PATACAS AAACPST PATACA, monetary unit of Macao [n] 

PATENCY ACENPTY state of being obvious (easily perceived or understood) [n -CIES] 

PATNESS AENPSST suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

PATTEST AEPSTTT PAT, known thoroughly [adj] 

PAUCITY ACIPTUY smallness of number or quantity [n -TIES] 

PAUPERS AEPPRSU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 

PAWKIER AEIKPRW PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

PAYABLE AABELPY profitable [adj] 

PAYABLY AABLPYY PAYABLE, profitable [adv] 

PAYBACK AABCKPY return on investment equal to original capital outlay [n -S] 

PAYDOWN ADNOPWY reduction of debt through repayment [n -S] 

PAYOFFS AFFOPSY PAYOFF, act of distributing gains [n] 

PAYOUTS AOPSTUY PAYOUT, money that is paid out [n] 

PEAKIER AEEIKPR PEAKY, sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

PEARTER AEEPRRT PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

PECKIER CEEIKPR PECKY, marked by decay caused by fungi [adj] 

PEISING EGIINPS PEISE, to weigh (to determine weight of) [v] 

PENNIES EEINNPS PENNY, coin of United Kingdom [n] 

PENSIVE EEINPSV engaged in deep thought [adj] 

PENTADS ADENPST PENTAD, group of five [n] 

PENTOSE EENOPST sugar having five carbon atoms per molecule [n -S] 

PENULTS ELNPSTU PENULT, next to last syllable in word [n] 

PEPPIER EEIPPPR PEPPY, full of energy [adj] 

PEPTIZE EEIPPTZ to increase colloidal dispersion of [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PERCENT CEENPRT one part in hundred [n -S] 

PERIGON EGINOPR  angle equal to 360 degrees [n -S] 

PERIODS DEIOPRS PERIOD, portion of time [n] 

PERKIER EEIKPRR PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

PERTEST EEPRSTT PERT, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

PERVIER EEIPRRV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PESETAS AEEPSST PESETA, former monetary unit of Spain [n] 

PESEWAS AEEPSSW PESEWA, monetary unit of Ghana [n] 

PESKIER EEIKPRS PESKY, annoying [adj] 

PESTIER EEIPRST PESTY, annoying [adj] 

PETERED DEEEPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v] 

PETTIER EEIPRTT PETTY, insignificant [adj] 

PFENNIG EFGINNP formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n -S, -GE] 

PHATTER AEHPRTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

PHONEME EEHMNOP unit of speech [n -S] 

PHONIER EHINOPR PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

PIASTER AEIPRST monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PIASTRE AEIPRST piaster, monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PICKIER CEIIKPR PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

PIEFORT EFIOPRT unusually thick coin [n -S] 

PIETIES EEIIPST PIETY, quality or state of being pious [n] 

PIETISM EIIMPST piety (quality or state of being pious) [n -S] 
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PIGGIER EGGIIPR PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PIGOUTS GIOPSTU PIGOUT, instance of eating to excess [n] 

PINIEST EIINPST PINEY, piny (suggestive of or covered with pine trees) [adj] / PINY [adj] 

PINKEST EIKNPST PINK, of pale reddish hue [adj] 

PINKIER EIIKNPR PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PIOSITY IIOPSTY excessive show of piety [n -TIES] 

PIPEFUL EFILPPU quantity sufficient to fill tobacco pipe [n -S] 

PIPETTE EEIPPTT to measure liquid with calibrated tube [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIPIEST EIIPPST PIPY, shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

PISSIER EIIPRSS PISSY, offensive word [adj] 

PITHIER EHIIPRT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj] 

PIVOTAL AILOPTV critically important [adj] 

PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLATEAU AAELPTU to reach period or condition of stability [v -D, -ING, -S] 

PLATIER AEILPRT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLEIADS ADEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

PLOTZED DELOPTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 

PLOTZES ELOPSTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 

PLUGOLA AGLLOPU free incidental advertising on radio or television [n] 

PLUMBED BDELMPU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMIER EILMPRU PLUMY, covered with feathers [adj] 

PLUMMER ELMMPRU PLUM, highly desirable [adj] 

PLUMPER ELMPPRU PLUMP, well-rounded and full in form [adj] 

PLUSHED DEHLPSU showily luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHER EHLPRSU PLUSH, luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHLY HLLPSUY PLUSH, luxurious [adv] 

PLUSSES ELPSSSU PLUS, additional quantity [n] 

POCKIER CEIKOPR POCKY, covered with pocks [adj] 

PODGIER DEGIOPR PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adj] 

PODUNKS DKNOPSU PODUNK, small, unimportant town [n] 

POKIEST EIKOPST POKY, slow (moving with little speed) [adj] 

POLITER EILOPRT POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

PONGIER EGINOPR PONGY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

POOPIER EIOOPPR POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

POOREST EOOPRST POOR, lacking means of support [adj] 

POORISH HIOOPRS somewhat poor [adj] 

POPPIER EIOPPPR POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj] 

PORISMS IMOPRSS PORISM, type of mathematical proposition [n] 

PORNIER EINOPRR PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

PORTION INOOPRT to divide into shares for distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSHEST EHOPSST POSH, stylish or elegant [adj] 

POSIEST EIOPSST POSEY, pretentious [adj] 

POSTTAX AOPSTTX remaining after taxes [adj] 

POTBOIL BILOOPT to produce inferior literary or artistic work [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POTENCE CEENOPT potency (quality of being potent (powerful (possessing great force))) [n -S] 

POTTIER EIOPRTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

POUNDAL ADLNOPU unit of force [n -S] 
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POUTIER EIOPRTU POUTY, tending to pout [adj] 

POVERTY EOPRTVY state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -TIES] 

POXIEST EIOPSTX POXY, afflicted with pox [adj] 

PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S] 

PREMIUM EIMMPRU additional payment [n -S] 

PRICERS CEIPRRS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

PRICIER CEIIPRR PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adj] / PRICEY [adj] 

PRICILY CIILPRY PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adv] 

PRICING CGIINPR PRICE, to set value on [v] 

PRIMACY ACIMPRY state of being first [n -CIES] 

PRIMAGE AEGIMPR amount paid as addition to freight charges [n -S] 

PRIMELY EILMPRY excellently (in excellent manner) [adv] 

PRISMOID DIIMOPRS geometric solid [n -S] 

PRIVACY ACIPRVY state of being private (not for public use or knowledge) [n -CIES] 

PRIVIER EIIPRRV PRIVY, private (not for public use or knowledge) [adj] 

PRIZING GIINPRZ PRIZE, to value highly [v] 

PROBING BGINOPR PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly [v] 

PROBITS BIOPRST PROBIT, unit of statistical probability [n] 

PROFITS FIOPRST PROFIT, to gain advantage or benefit [v] 

PROLONG GLNOOPR to lengthen in duration [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRONEST ENOPRST PRONE, lying with front or face downward [adj] 

PRORATE AEOPRRT to divide proportionately [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROSIER EIOPRRS PROSY, prosaic (pertaining to prose) [adj] 

PROTEND DENOPRT to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTEST EOPRSTT to express strong objection [v -ED, ING, -S] 

PROUDER DEOPRRU PROUD, having or displaying pride [adj] 

PROWEST EOPRSTW PROW, brave (showing courage) [adj] 

PRUTOTH HOPRTTU PRUTAH, former monetary unit of Israel [n] 

PUBERAL ABELPRU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUBERTY BEPRTUY period of sexual maturation [n -TIES] 

PUDGIER DEGIPRU PUDGY, short and fat [adj] 

PUFFERY EFFPRUY excessive public praise [n -RIES] 

PUFFIER EFFIPRU PUFFY, swollen [adj] 

PUGGIER EGGIPRU PUGGY, puggish (somewhat stubby) [adj] 

PUNIEST EINPSTU PUNY, of inferior size, strength, or significance [adj] 

PUNKEST EKNPSTU PUNK, of inferior quality [adj] 

PUNNIER EINNPRU PUNNY, being or involving pun [adj] 

PURPLER ELPPRRU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURSIER EIPRRSU PURSY, short of breath [adj] 

PURTIER EIPRRTU PURTY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

PURVIEW EIPRUVW extent of operation, authority, or concern [n -S] 

PUSHIER EHIPRSU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSSIER EIPRSSU PUSSY, full of pus [adj] 

PYRAMID ADIMPRY to raise or increase by adding amounts gradually [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY type of metrical foot [n -S] 
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Q 

QINDARS ADINQRS QINDAR, qintar, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QINTARS AINQRST QINTAR, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QUADDED ADDDEQU QUAD, to space out by means of quadrats [v] 

QUADRIC ACDIQRU type of geometric surface [n -S] 

QUAKIER AEIKQRU QUAKY, tending to quake [adj] 

QUANTAL AALNQTU pertaining to quantum (fundamental unit of energy) [adj] 

QUANTIC ACINQTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUANTUM AMNQTUU fundamental unit of energy [n -TA] 

QUARTER AEQRRTU to divide into four equal parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUARTET AEQRTTU group of four [n -S] 

QUARTIC ACIQRTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUARTOS AOQRSTU QUARTO, size of piece of paper cut four from sheet [n] 

QUASHED ADEHQSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QUASHER AEHQRSU one that quashes (to suppress completely) [n -S] 

QUASHES AEHQSSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QUATRES AEQRSTU QUATRE, four at cards or dice [n] 

QUBYTES BEQSTUY QUBYTE, sequence of eight quantum bits [n] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUEERLY EELQRUY in queer (deviating from expected or normal) manner [adv] 

QUICKEN CEIKNQU to speed up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUICKER CEIKQRU QUICK, acting or capable of acting with speed [adj] 

QUICKIE CEIIKQU something done quickly [n -S] 

QUICKLY CIKLQUY in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner [adv] 

QUIETER EEIQRTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUILLET EILLQTU trivial distinction [n -S] 

QUINARY AINQRUY group of five [n -RIES] 

QUINATE AEINQTU arranged in groups of five [adj] 

QUINTAL AILNQTU unit of weight [n -S] 

QUINTAR AINQRTU qintar, monetary unit of Albania [n -S] 

QUINTET EINQTTU group of five [n -S] 

QUINTIC CIINQTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUIPPUS IPPQSUU QUIPPU, quipu (ancient calculating device) [n] 

QUIRING GIINQRU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four [v] 

QURSHES EHQRSSU QURSH, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 
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RACIEST ACEIRST RACY, bordering on impropriety or indecency [adj] 

RACKFUL ACFKLRU as much as rack can hold [n -S] 

RADDEST ADDERST RAD, very appealing or good [adj] 

RADIANS AADINRS RADIAN, unit of angular measure [n] 

RAGEFUL AEFGLRU full of violent anger [adj] 

RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAKEOFF AEFFKOR share of profits [n -S] 

RANDIER ADEINRR RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANGIER AEGINRR RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 
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RANKEST AEKNRST RANK, strong and disagreeable in odor or taste [adj] 

RAPIDER ADEIPRR RAPID, fast-moving [adj] 

RASHEST AEHRSST RASH, acting without due caution or forethought [adj] 

RASPIER AEIPRRS RASPY, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

RATCHET ACEHRTT to increase or decrease by small amounts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RATTIER AEIRRTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RAUCITY ACIRTUY state of being raucous (loud and unruly) [n -TIES] 

RAUNCHY ACHNRUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

RAVAGED AADEGRV RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RAVAGER AAEGRRV one that ravages (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n -S] 

RAVAGES AAEGRSV RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RAVENER AEENRRV RAVEN, glossy black [adj] 

RAVIEST AEIRSTV RAVEY, characteristic of rave (all-night dance party with fast electronic music) [adj] 

RAWNESS AENRSSW state of being raw (uncooked (not cooked (cook))) [n -ES] 

READIER ADEEIRR READY, prepared [adj] 

REALEST AEELRST REAL, having actual existence [adj] 

REBATED ABDEERT REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBATER ABEERRT one that rebates, to deduct or return from payment or bill [n -S] 

REBATES ABEERST REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBILLS BEILLRS REBILL, BILL, to present statement of costs to [v] 

RECENCY CCEENRY state of being recent (of or pertaining to time not long past) [n -CIES] 

RECKONS CEKNORS RECKON, to count or compute [v] 

RECOUPE CEEOPRU divided twice [adj] 

RECTIFY CEFIRTY to correct (to make free from error) [v, -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REDDEST DDEERST RED, of color of blood [adj] 

REDDIER DDEEIRR REDDY, reddish (somewhat red) [adj] 

REDNESS DEENRSS state of being red (of color of blood) [n -ES] 

REDUCED CDDEERU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDUCER CDEERRU one that reduces (to diminish (to lessen)) [n -S] 

REDUCES CDEERSU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REEFING EEFGINR REEF, to reduce area of sail [v] 

REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REFINED DEEFINR REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFINER EEFINRR one that refines (to free from impurities) [n -S] 

REFINES EEFINRS REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REGAINS AEGINRS REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGAUGE AEEGGRU GAUGE, to measure precisely [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REMOTER EEMORRT REMOTE, situated far away [adj] 

REPLUMB BELMPRU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPRICE CEEIPRR PRICE, to set value on [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESCALE ACEELRS to plan on new scale [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESCORE CEEORRS to score again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETALLY AELLRTY to tally again [v -LLIED, -ING, -LLIES] 
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RETAXED ADEERTX RETAX, tax, to place tax, charge imposed by authority for public purposes on [v] 

RETAXES AEERSTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

REVALUE AEELRUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S] 

RHOMBIC BCHIMOR having shape of rhombus [adj] 

RHOMBUS BHMORSU type of geometric figure [n -BI, -ES] 

RIBBIER BBEIIRR RIBBY, marked by prominent ribs (curved bony rods in body) [adj] 

RICHEST CEHIRST RICH, having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj] 

RICHEST CEHIRST RICH, having wealth [adj] 

RIDGIER DEGIIRR RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

RIGHTER EGHIRRT RIGHT, being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just [adj] 

RIGIDER DEGIIRR RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj] 

RIGOURS GIORRSU RIGOUR, rigor (strictness or severity) [n] 

RIMIEST EIIMRST RIMY, frosty (covered with frost) [adj] 

RINGGIT GGIINRT monetary unit of Malaysia [n -S] 

RIPPING GIINPPR excellent [adj] 

RISKIER EIIKRRS RISKY, dangerous [adj] 

RITZIER EIIRRTZ RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

ROCKIER CEIKORR ROCKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

ROILIER EIILORR ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

RONTGEN EGNNORT roentgen (unit of radiation dosage) [n -S] 

ROOKIER EIKOORR ROOKY, abounding in rooks [adj] 

ROOMFUL FLMOORU as much as room can hold [n -S, -MSFUL] 

ROOMIER EIMOORR ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOTIER EIOORRT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROSIEST EIORSST ROSY, rose-colored [adj] 

ROTGUTS GORSTTU ROTGUT, inferior liquor [n] 

ROUBLES BELORSU ROUBLE, ruble, monetary unit of Russia [n] 

ROUCHES CEHORSU ROUCHE, ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n] 

ROUGHER EGHORRU ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] 

ROUGHLY GHLORUY in rough (having uneven surface) manner [adv] 

ROUNDER DENORRU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] 

ROUPIER EIOPRRU ROUPY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

ROUSING GINORSU ROUSE, to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity [v] 

ROWDIER DEIORRW ROWDY, disorderly in behavior [adj] 

RUBBISH BBHIRSU to reject as worthless [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RUBIEST BEIRSTU RUBY, of deep-red color [adj] 

RUDDIER DDEIRRU RUDDY, having healthy, reddish color [adj] 

RUFIYAA AAFIRUY monetary unit of Maldives [n RUFIYAA] 

RULIEST EILRSTU RULY, orderly [adj] 

RUMMEST EMMRSTU RUM, odd (unusual (something that is usual (ordinary))) [adj] 

RUMMIER EIMMRRU RUMMY, odd (unusual (something that is usual (ordinary))) [adj] 

RUMNESS EMNRSSU quality or state of being odd or peculiar [n -ES] 

RUNNIER EINNRRU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj] 

RUNTIER EINRRTU RUNTY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

RUNTISH HINRSTU RUNT, small person or animal [adj] 

RUPIAHS AHIPRSU RUPIAH, monetary unit of Indonesia [n] 
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RUSHIER EHIRRSU RUSHY, abounding in rushes [adj] 

RUSTIER EIRRSTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

RUTTIER EIRRTTU RUTTY, marked by ruts [adj] 

RUTTISH HIRSTTU lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

S 

SABLEST ABELSST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] 

SADDEST ADDESST SAD, unhappy (marked by joy) [adj] 

SADNESS ADENSSS state of being sad (unhappy (not happy (marked by joy))) [n -ES] 

SAGGIER AEGGIRS SAGGY, characterized by sagging [adj] 

SAGIEST AEGISST SAGY, flavored with sage [adj] 

SALTEST AELSSTT SALT, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

SAMADHI AADHIMS state of concentration in yoga [n -S] 

SAMIEST AEIMSST SAMEY, lacking variety [adj] 

SAMPLED ADELMPS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SAMPLER AELMPRS one that samples (to test representative portion of whole) [n -S] 

SAMPLES AELMPSS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SANDIER ADEINRS SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANTIMI AIIMNST santim, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMS AIMNSST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMU AIMNSTU santim, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SAPLESS AELPSSS lacking vitality (exuberant physical strength or mental vigor) [adj] 

SAPPIER AEIPPRS SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

SARKIER AEIKRRS SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

SASSIER AEIRSSS SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SATANGS AAGNSST SATANG, monetary unit of Thailand [n] 

SATANIC AACINST extremely evil (morally bad) [adj] 

SATIATE AAEISTT to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SATIETY AEISTTY state of being satiated [n -TIES] 

SAUCIER ACEIRSU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SAVAGER AAEGRSV SAVAGE, fierce (violently hostile or aggressive) [adj] 

SAVINGS AGINSSV SAVING, act or instance of saving [n] 

SAVVIER AEIRSVV SAVVY, shrewd (having keen insight) [adj] 

SCALAGE AACEGLS percentage deduction to compensate for shrinkage [n -S] 

SCALARS AACLRSS SCALAR, mathematical quantity possessing only magnitude [n] 

SCALDIC ACCDILS skaldic (ancient Scandinavian poet) [adj] 

SCALENE ACEELNS triangle having no two sides equal [n -S] 

SCALEUP ACELPSU increase based on fixed ratio [n -S] 

SCALIER ACEILRS SCALY, peeling off in flakes [adj] 

SCANTER ACENRST SCANT, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCARCER ACCERRS SCARCE, infrequently seen or found [adj] 

SCARIER ACEIRRS SCAREY, scary (frightening) [adj] / SCARY [adj] 

SCATHED ACDEHST SCATHE, to criticize severely [v] 

SCATHES ACEHSST SCATHE, to criticize severely [v] 

SCHLOCK  CCHKLOS inferior merchandise [n -S] 
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SCHMALZ ACHLMSZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

SCHNEID CDEHINS losing streak [n -S] 

SCOPING CGINOPS SCOPE, to look at in order to evaluate [v] 

SCRAGGY ACGGRSY scrawny (extremely thin) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SCRAWNY ACNRSWY extremely thin [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SCRIMPY CIMPRSY meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCRUBBY BBCRSUY inferior in size or quality [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SCUTAGE ACEGSTU tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n -S] 

SEABOOT ABEOOST waterproof boot [n -S] 

SEAGIRT AEGIRST surrounded by sea [adj] 

SEAMIER AEEIMRS SEAMY, unpleasant (pleasing) [adj] 

SEAREST AEERSST SEAR, sere (wired; dry) [adj] 

SEAWANS AAENSSW SEAWAN, wampum, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n] 

SEAWANT AAENSTW SEAWAN, wampum, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n -S] 

SECPARS ACEPRSS SECPAR, parsec (unit of astronomical distance) [n] 

SECTION CEINOST to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SECTORS CEORSST SECTOR, to divide into sectors (sections) [v] 

SECURER CEERRSU SECURE, free from danger [adj] 

SEDATER ADEERST SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj] 

SEDGIER DEEGIRS SEDGY, abounding in sedge [adj] 

SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDILY DEEILSY in seedy (containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality) manner [adv] 

SEEPAGE AEEEGPS quantity of fluid that has seeped [n -S] 

SEEPIER EEEIPRS SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEGMENT EEGMNST to divide into sections [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SELLERS EELLRSS SELLER, one that sells [n] 

SELLING EGILLNS SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [v] 

SELLOFF  EFFLLOS sale of large number of stocks, bonds, or commodities [n -S] 

SELLOUT ELLOSTU performance for which all seats have been sold [n -S] 

SEMIDRY DEIMRSY moderately dry [adj] 

SEMILOG EGILMOS having one scale logarithmic and other arithmetic [adj] 

SEMIMAT AEIMMST having slight luster [adj] 

SEMIRAW AEIMRSW somewhat raw [adj] 

SEMISES EEIMSSS SEMIS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

SENITIS EIINSST SENITI, monetary unit of Tonga [n] 

SENTIMO EIMNOST monetary unit of Philippines [n -S] 

SEPTETS EEPSSTT SEPTET, group of seven [n] 

SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SERVICE CEEIRSV to repair (to restore to good condition) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SERVILE EEILRSV slavishly submissive [adj] 

SESTETS EESSSTT SESTET, stanza of six lines [n] 

SEVENTH EEHNSTV one of seven equal parts [n -S] 

SEVENTY EENSTVY number [n -TIES] 

SEVERED DEEERSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v] 

SEVERER EEERRSV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

SEXIEST EEISSTX SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

SEXTAIN AEINSTX stanza of six lines [n -S] 
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SEXTANT AENSTTX instrument for measuring angular distances [n -S] 

SEXTETS EESSTTX SEXTET, group of six [n] 

SEXTILE EEILSTX position of two celestial bodies when they are sixty degrees apart [n -S] 

SHADIER ADEHIRS SHADY, shaded [adj] 

SHAKIER AEHIKRS SHAKY, shaking [adj] 

SHALLOW AHLLOSW having little depth [adj -ER, -EST] / to make shallow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHARPER AEHPRRS SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

SHEERER EEEHRRS SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEERLY EEHLRSY SHEER, of very thin texture [adv] 

SHEQELS EEHLQSS SHEQEL, shekel (ancient unit of weight and money) [n] 

SHINIER EHIINRS SHINY, filled with light [adj] 

SHLOCKS CHKLOSS SHLOCK, schlock (inferior merchandise) [n] 

SHLOCKY CHKLOSY schlocky (of inferior quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHOALER AEHLORS SHOAL, shallow (having little depth) [adj] 

SHOEPAC ACEHOPS waterproof boot [n -S] 

SHOPPED DEHOPPS SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHOPPER EHOPPRS one that shops (to examine goods with intent to buy) [n -S] 

SHORTER EHORRST SHORT, having little length [adj] 

SHORTLY HLORSTY in short time [adv] 

SHOWIER EHIORSW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHYLOCK CHKLOSY to lend money at high interest rates [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHYNESS EHNSSSY state of being shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [n -ES] 

SICKEST CEIKSST SICK, affected with disease or ill health [adj] 

SIEMENS EEIMNSS unit of electrical conductance [n SIEMENS, -ES] 

SIEVERT EEIRSTV unit of ionizing radiation [n -S] 

SILLIER EIILLRS SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adj] 

SILTIER EIILRST SILTY, full of silt [adj] 

SIMILAR AIILMRS being like but not completely identical to [adj] 

SIMPLER EILMPRS SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SINKAGE AEGIKNS act, process, or degree of sinking [n -S] 

SINKFUL FIKLNSU as much as sink can hold [n -S] 

SINLESS EILNSSS free from sin [adj] 

SIPPING GIINPPS SIP, to drink in small quantities [v] 

SIXFOLD DFILOSX being six times as great as [adj] 

SIXTEEN EEINSTX number [n -S] 

SIXTHLY HILSTXY in sixth place [adv] 

SIXTIES EIISSTX SIXTY, number [n] 

SIZABLE ABEILSZ of considerable size [adj] 

SIZABLY ABILSYZ SIZABLE, of considerable size [adv] 

SIZIEST EIISSTZ SIZY, viscid (thick and adhesive) [adj] 

SKOSHES EHKOSSS SKOSH, small amount [n] 

SLACKER ACEKLRS SLACK, not tight or taut [adj] 

SLEEKER EEEKLRS SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] 

SLENDER DEELNRS thin (having relatively little density or thickness) [adj -ER, -EST] 

SLICKER CEIKLRS SLICK, smooth and slippery [adj] 

SLIMMER EILMMRS SLIM, slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness)) [adj] 

SLOWEST ELOSSTW SLOW, moving with little speed [adj] 
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SLUBBER BBELRSU SLUB [adj] 

SLYNESS ELNSSSY quality or state of being sly [n -ES] 

SMALLER AELLMRS SMALL, of limited size or quantity [adj] 

SMARMED ADEMMRS SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v] 

SMARTER AEMRRST SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

SMIDGEN DEGIMNS very small amount [n -S] 

SMIDGES DEGIMSS SMIDGE, smidgen (very small amount) [n] 

SMIDGIN DGIIMNS smidgen (very small amount) [n -S] 

SMILIER EIILMRS SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMOKIER EIKMORS SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

SMUGGER EGGMRSU SMUG, highly self-satisfied [adj] 

SNAFUED ADEFNSU SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNELLER EEKKNRS SNELL, keen (enthusiastic) [adj] 

SNIDEST DEINSST SNIDE, maliciously derogatory [adj] 

SNOWIER EINORSW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

SNUBBER BBENRSU SNUB [adj] 

SNUGGER EGGNRSU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SOBERER BEEORRS SOBER, having control of one's faculties [adj] 

SOFTEST EFOSSTT SOFT, yielding readily to pressure [adj] 

SOGGIER EGGIORS SOGGY, heavy with moisture [adj] 

SOLIDER DEILORS SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SOMEDAY ADEMOSY at some future time [adv] 

SOMEHOW EHMOOSW by some means [adv] 

SOMEWAY AEMOSWY somehow (by some means) [adv] 

SOMONIS IMNOOSS SOMONI, monetary unit of Tajikistan [n] 

SONSIER EINORSS SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

SOONEST ENOOSST SOON, in near future [adv] 

SOONISH HINOOSS SOON, in near future [adj] 

SOOTHER EHOORST SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] 

SOOTIER EIOORST SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

SOPPIER EIOPPRS SOPPY, very wet [adj] 

SOPRANO ANOOPRS highest singing voice [n -S, -NI] 

SORRIER EIORRRS SORRY, feeling grief or penitence [adj] 

SOUNDER DENORSU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] 

SOUPCON CNOOPSU minute amount [n -S] 

SOUPIER EIOPRSU SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adj] 

SOUREST EORSSTU SOUR, sharp or biting to taste [adj] 

SOVRANS ANORSSV SOVRAN, monarch (absolute ruler) [n] 

SPACIER ACEIPRS SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

SPACING ACGINPS distance between any two objects [n -S] / SPACE, to set some distance apart [v] 

SPARELY AELPRSY SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adv] 

SPAREST AEPRSST SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SPARSER AEPRRSS SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

SPARTAN AANPRST avoiding luxury and comfort [adj] 

SPECIFY CEFIPSY to state in detail [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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SPEEDUP DEEPPSU acceleration of production without increase in pay [n -S] 

SPICIER CEEIPRS SPICY, containing spices [adj] / SPICEY [adj] 

SPINIER EIINPRS SPINY, bearing or covered with thorns [adj] 

SPINORS INOPRSS SPINOR, type of mathematical vector [n] 

SPIRIER EIIPRRS SPIRY, tall, slender, and tapering [adj] 

SPLURGE EGLPRSU to spend money lavishly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SPLURGY GLPRSUY tending to splurge [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPONDEE DEENOPS type of metrical foot [n -S] 

SPRIEST EIPRSST SPRY, nimble (agile (able to move quickly and easily)) [adj] 

SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPRYEST EPRSSTY SPRY, nimble (agile (able to move quickly and easily)) [adj] 

SPUMIER EIMPRSU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SQUALID ADILQSU marked by filthiness caused by neglect or poverty [adj -ER, -EST] 

SQUALOR ALOQRSU quality or state of being squalid (marked by filthiness caused by neglect or poverty ) [n -S] 

SQUARER AEQRRSU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles / one that squares (to make square) [n -S] 

SQUARER AEQRRSU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles [adj] 

SQUARER AEQRRSU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] 

STABLER ABELRST STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] 

STADIAS AADISST STADIA, method of surveying distances [n] 

STAGIER AEGIRST STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

STAIDER ADEIRST STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

STALEST AELSSTT STALE, not fresh [adj] 

STAMPER AEMPRST one that stamps (to bring foot down heavily) [n -S] 

STANINE AEINNST one of nine classes into which set of scores are divided [n -S] 

STARKER AEKRRST STARK, harsh in appearance [adj] 

STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] 

STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] 

STEEPLY EELPSTY in steep (inclined sharply) manner [adv] 

STELLAS AELLSST STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n] 

STERNER EENRRST STERN, unyielding (to give up) [adj] 

STHENIA AEHINST excessive energy [n -S] 

STHENIC CEHINST STHENIA, excessive energy [adj] 

STIFFER EFFIRST STIFF, difficult to bend or stretch [adj] 

STILLER EILLRST STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

STIPEND DEINPST fixed sum of money paid periodically [n -S] 

STIVERS EIRSSTV STIVER, formerly used Dutch coin [n] 

STONIER EINORST STONY, abounding in stones [adj] / STONEY [adj] 

STOUTER EORSTTU STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj] 

STRETCH CEHRSTT to draw out or open to full length [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STUIVER EIRSTUV stiver, formerly used Dutch coin [n -S] 

STUPORS OPRSSTU STUPOR, state of reduced sensibility [n] 

SUAVEST AESSTUV SUAVE, smoothly affable and polite [adj] 

SUAVITY AISTUVY state of being suave (smoothly affable and polite) [n -TIES] 

SUBAREA AABERSU subdivision of area [n -S] 

SUBARID ABDIRSU somewhat arid [adj] 

SUBCELL BCELLSU subdivision of cell [n -S] 

SUBCLAN ABCLNSU subdivision of clan [n -S] 
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SUBCODE BCDEOSU subdivision of code [n -S] 

SUBCOOL BCLOOSU to cool below freezing point without solidification [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBCULT BCLSTUU subdivision of cult [n -S] 

SUBDEAN ABDENSU subordinate dean [n -S] 

SUBDEBS BBDESSU SUBDEB, girl year before she becomes debutante [n] 

SUBFILE BEFILSU subdivision of file [n -S] 

SUBGOAL ABGLOSU subordinate goal [n -S] 

SUBHEAD ABDEHSU heading of subdivision [n -S] 

SUBIDEA ABDEISU inferior idea [n -S] 

SUBITEM BEIMSTU item that forms subdivision of larger topic [n -S] 

SUBLOTS BLOSSTU SUBLOT, subdivision of lot [n] 

SUBMENU BEMNSUU secondary list of options for computer [n -S] 

SUBMISS BIMSSSU inclined to submit [adj] 

SUBOVAL ABLOSUV nearly oval [adj] 

SUBPART ABPRSTU subdivision of part [n -S] 

SUBPLOT BLOPSTU secondary literary plot [n -S] 

SUBRACE ABCERSU subdivision of race [n -S] 

SUBRING BGINRSU subset of mathematical ring that is itself ring [n -S] 

SUBSALE ABELSSU resale of purchased goods [n -S] 

SUBSETS BESSSTU SUBSET, mathematical set contained within larger set [n] 

SUBSIDE BDEISSU to sink to lower or normal level [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SUBSIDY BDISSUY grant or contribution of money [n -DIES] 

SUBSIST BISSSTU to continue to exist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBSITE BEISSTU subdivision of site [n -S] 

SUBSUME BEMSSUU to include within larger group [v -D, -MING, -S] 

SUBTASK ABKSSTU subordinate task [n -S] 

SUBTEEN BEENSTU person approaching teenage years [n -S] 

SUBTEND BDENSTU to extend under or opposite to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBTEST BESSTTU subdivision of test [n -S] 

SUBTILE BEILSTU subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj -R, -ST] 

SUBTLER BELRSTU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

SUBTONE BENOSTU low or subdued tone [n -S] 

SUBTYPE BEPSTUY type that is subordinate to or included in another type [n -S] 

SUBUNIT  BINSTUU unit that is part of larger unit [n -S] 

SUBURBS BBRSSUU SUBURB, residential area adjacent to city [n] 

SUBVERT BERSTUV to destroy completely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBZERO BEORSUZ registering less than zero [adj] 

SUBZONE BENOSUZ subdivision of zone [n -S] 

SUCKIER CEIKRSU SUCKY, extremely objectionable [adj] 

SUDSIER DEIRSSU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SULKIER EIKLRSU SULKY, sullenly aloof or withdrawn [adj] 

SUMLESS ELMSSSU too large for calculation [adj] 

SUMMAND ADMMNUS addend (number to be added to another) [n -S] 

SUMMARY AMMRSUY short restatement [n -RIES] 

SUMMATE AEMMSTU to sum (to add into one total) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SUMMING GIMMNSU SUM, to add into one total [v] 

SUMMITS IMMSSTU SUMMIT, to participate in highest-level conference [v] 
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SUNLAND ADLNNSU area marked by great amount of sunshine [n -S] 

SUNLESS ELNSSSU having no sunlight [adj] 

SUNNIER EINNRSU SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adj] 

SUPPLER ELPPRSU SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

SUPREME EEMPRSU highest in power or authority [adj -R, -ST] 

SUPREMO EMOPRSU one who is highest in authority [n -S] 

SURFIER EFIRRSU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURLIER EILRRSU SURLY, sullenly rude [adj] 

SVELTER EELRSTV SVELTE, gracefully slender [adj] 

SWANKER AEKNRSW SWANK, imposingly elegant [adj] 

SWEETER EEERSTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWELLED DEELLSW SWELL, to increase in size or volume [v] 

SWELLER EELLRSW SWELL, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SWELLER EELLRSW SWELL, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SWIFTER EFIRSTW SWIFT, moving with great rate of motion [adj] 

SWISHER EHIRSSW SWISH, 1. smart, fashionable 2. effeminate [adj] 

SWIVETS EISSTVW SWIVET, state of nervous excitement [n] 

SWIZZLE EILSWZZ to drink excessively [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SWOLLEN ELLNOSW SWELL, to increase in size or volume [v] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

T 

TACKIER ACEIKRT TACKY, adhesive [adj] / TACKEY [adj] 

TACNODE ACDENOT point of contact between two curves [n -S] 

TAGMEME AEEGMMT smallest unit of meaningful grammatical relation [n -S] 

TAILLES AEILLST TAILLE, former French tax [n] 

TALCIER ACEILRT TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALKIER AEIKLRT TALKY, tending to talk great deal [adj] 

TALLAGE AAEGLLT to tax, to place tax, [v -D, -GING, -S] 

TALLEST AELLSTT TALL, having great height [adj] 

TALLIED ADEILLT TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

TALLIER AEILLRT one that tallies (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n -S] 

TALLIES AEILLST TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

TALLISH AHILLST somewhat tall [adj] 

TAMBALA AAABLMT monetary unit of Malawi [n -S, MATAMBALA] 

TANGIER AEGINRT TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

TANKAGE AAEGKNT capacity of tank [n -S] 

TANNEST AENNSTT TAN, brown from sun's rays [adj] 

TARDIER ADEIRRT TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

TARIFFS AFFIRST TARIFF, to tax imported or exported goods [v] 

TARTEST AERSTTT TART, having sharp, sour taste [adj] 

TARTIER AEIRRTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TARZANS AANRSTZ TARZAN, person of superior strength and agility [n] 

TASTIER AEIRSTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TATTIER AEIRTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj] 

TAUTEST AESTTTU TAUT, fully stretched, so as not to be slack [adj] 

TAWNIER AEINRTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 
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TAXABLE AABELTX subject to tax [adj] 

TAXABLY AABLTXY taxable, subject to tax [adv] 

TAXEMIC ACEIMTX TAXEME, minimum grammatical feature of selection [adj] 

TAXLESS AELSSTX free from taxation [adj] 

TAXPAID AADIPTX paid for by taxes [adj] 

TAXWISE AEISTWX pertaining to taxes [adj] 

TEARIER AEEIRRT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

TECHIER CEEHIRT TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adj] 

TEDIUMS DEIMSTU TEDIUM, state of being tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired))) [n] 

TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TENFOLD DEFLNOT amount ten times as great as given unit [n -S] 

TENNERS EENNRST TENNER, ten-dollar bill [n] 

TENSEST EENSSTT TENSE, taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [adj] 

TENSITY EINSTTY state of being tense (taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack)) [n -TIES] 

TENSIVE EEINSTV causing tensity (state of being tense (taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack))) [adj] 

TENTHLY EHLNTTY in tenth place [adv] 

TENTIER EEINRTT TENTY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] / TENTIE [adj] 

TENUITY EINTTUY lack of substance or strength [n -TIES] 

TENUOUS ENOSTUU having little substance or strength [adj] 

TEPIDLY DEILPTY TEPID, moderately warm [adv] 

TERAOHM AEHMORT one trillion ohms [n -S] 

TERCETS CEERSTT TERCET, group of three lines of verse [n] 

TERNARY AENRRTY group of three [n -RIES] 

TERNATE AEENRTT arranged in groups of three [adj] 

TERNION EINNORT group of three [n -S] 

TERRIFY EFIRRTY to fill with terror [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TERRORS EORRRST TERROR, intense fear [n] 

TERSELY EELRSTY TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adv] 

TERSEST EERSSTT TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 

TESTIER EEIRSTT TESTY, irritable [adj] 

TESTONS ENOSSTT TESTON, former French coin [n] 

TESTOON ENOOSTT teston, former French coin [n -S] 

THERMEL EEHLMRT device for temperature measurement [n -S] 

THERMES EEHMRST THERME, therm (unit of quantity of heat) [n] 

THETRIS EHIRSTT THETRI, tetri (monetary unit of Republic of Georgia) [n] 

THEWIER EEHIRTW THEWY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

THICKER CEHIKRT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THINNER EHINNRT one that thins (to make thin) [n -S] / THIN, having relatively little density or thickness [adj] 

THIRDLY DHILRTY in third place [adv] 

THRAVES AEHRSTV THRAVE, unit of measure for grain [n] 

THRUPUT HPRTTUU amount of raw material processed within given time [n -S] 

THYMIER EHIMRTY THYMEY, thymy (abounding in thyme) [adj] / THYMY [adj] 

TIDIEST DEIISTT TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 

TIERCED CDEEIRT divided into three equal parts [adj] 

TIERCES CEEIRST TIERCE, one of seven canonical daily periods for prayer and devotion [n] 

TIGHTER EGHIRTT TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adj] 

TIMIDER DEIIMRT TIMID, lacking courage or self-confidence [adj] 
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TINIEST EIINSTT TINY, very small [adj] 

TIPPIER EIIPPRT TIPPY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

TIPSIER EIIPRST TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIREDER DEEIRRT TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

TITANIC ACIINTT of great size [adj] 

TITCHES CEHISTT TITCH, small amount [n] 

TITCHIE CEHIITT titchy (very small) [adj -R, -ST] 

TITHERS EHIRSTT TITHER, one that tithes (to pay tithe (small tax)) [n] 

TITHERS EHIRSTT TITHER, one that tithes, to pay tithe, small tax [n] 

TITHING GHIINTT act of levying tithes [n -S] / TITHE, to pay tithe (small tax) [v] 

TITRATE AEIRTTT to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TIZZIES EIISTZZ TIZZY, state of nervous confusion [n] 

TONEMES EEMNOST TONEME, tonal unit of speech [n] 

TONEMIC CEIMNOT TONEME, tonal unit of speech [adj] 

TONETIC CEINOTT TONETICS, phonetic study of tone in language [adj] 

TONIEST EINOSTT  TONEY, tony (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / TONY [adj] 

TONNAGE AEGNNOT total weight in tons [n -S] 

TONNERS ENNORST TONNER, object having specified tonnage [n] 

TOPFULL FLLOPTU full to top [adj] 

TOPMOST MOOPSTT highest (reaching far upward) [adj] 

TORNADO ADNOORT violent windstorm [n -S, -ES] 

TOROIDS DIOORST TOROID, type of geometric surface [n] 

TORREFY EFORRTY to subject to intense heat [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TORRIFY FIORRTY to torrefy (to subject to intense heat) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TOUGHER EGHORTU TOUGH, strong and resilient [adj] 

TOWMOND DMNOOTW year (period of time consisting of 365 or 366 days) [n -S] 

TOWMONT MNOOTTW towmond (year (period of time consisting of 365 or 366 days)) [n -S] 

TRIDUUM DIMRTUU period of three days of prayer [n -S] 

TRIFOLD DFILORT having three parts [adj] 

TRIFORM FIMORRT having three forms [adj] 

TRIGAMY AGIMRTY crime of being married to three people at once [n -MIES] 

TRIGGER EGGIRRT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] 

TRIGRAM AGIMRRT cluster of three successive letters [n -S] 

TRIJETS EIJRSTT TRIJET, airplane powered by three jet engines [n] 

TRILITH HIILRTT prehistoric structure of three large stones [n -S] 

TRILOGY GILORTY group of three related literary works [n -GIES] 

TRIMMER EIMMRRT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] 

TRIMPOT IMOPRTT small instrument for adjusting resistance to voltage [n -S] 

TRINARY AINRRTY consisting of three parts [adj] 

TRINITY IINRTTY group of three [n -TIES] 

TRIPART AIPRRTT divided into three parts [adj] 

TRIPLED DEILPRT TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

TRIPLES EILPRST TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

TRIPLET EILPRTT group of three of one kind [n -S] 

TRIPLEX EILPRTX to provide something in triplicate [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TRIPODS DIOPRST TRIPOD, stand having three legs [n] 

TRIPODY DIOPRTY verse of three metrical feet [n -DIES] 
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TRISECT CEIRSTT to divide into three equal parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRISEME EEIMRST type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRITEST EIRSTTT TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adj] 

TRITONE EINORTT musical interval of three whole tones [n -S] 

TRIUNES EINRSTU TRIUNE, trinity (group of three) [n] 

TRIVIAL AIILRTV insignificant [adj] 

TROCHEE CEEHORT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TROLAND ADLNORT unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n -S] 

TRUCKLE CEKLRTU to yield weakly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

TRUMPED DEMPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

TUBBIER BBEIRTU TUBBY, short and fat [adj] 

TUBFULS BFLSTUU TUBFUL, as much as tub will hold [n] 

TUFTIER EFIRTTU TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adj] 

TUGHRIK GHIKRTU tugrik, monetary unit of Mongolia [n -S] 

TUNNAGE AEGNNTU tonnage (total weight in tons) [n -S] 

TURFIER EFIRRTU TURFY, covered with turf [adj] 

TURGORS GORRSTU TURGOR, quality or state of being turgid [n] 

TUSKIER EIKRSTU TUSKY, having tusks [adj] 

TWASOME AEMOSTW twosome (group of two) [n -S] 

TWELFTH EFHLTTW number twelve in series [n -S] 

TWELVES EELSTVW TWELVE, number [n] 

TWIGGED DEGGITW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

TWOFERS EFORSTW TWOFER, something sold at rate of two for price of one [n] 

TWOFOLD DFLOOTW amount twice as great as given unit [n -S] 

TWONESS ENOSSTW state of being two [n -ES] 

TWOONIE EINOOTW toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n -S] 

TWOSOME EMOOSTW group of two [n -S] 

TYPIEST EIPSTTY TYPEY, typy (characterized by strict conformance to characteristics of group) [adj]  

TYTHING GHINTTY TYTHE, to tithe (to pay tithe (small tax)) [v] 

TYTHING GHINTTY TYTHE, to tithe, to pay tithe, small tax [v] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

U 

UGLIEST EGILSTU UGLY, displeasing to sight [adj] 

ULLAGED ADEGLLU ULLAGE, amount that container lacks of being full [adj] 

ULLAGES AEGLLSU ULLAGE, amount that container lacks of being full [n] 

ULTIMAS AILMSTU ULTIMA, last syllable of word [n] 

UMPTEEN EEMNPTU indefinitely numerous [adj] 

UMPTIER EIMPRTU UMPTY, indefinitely many [adj] 

UNADDED ADDDENU not added (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) [adj] 

UNADEPT ADENPTU not adept (highly skilled) [adj] 

UNBATED ABDENTU unabated (not abated (to reduce in degree or intensity)) [adj] 

UNDERDO DDENORU to do insufficiently [v -DID, -DONE, -ING, -ES] 

UNEQUAL AELNQUU one that is not equal to another [n -S] 

UNIDEAL ADEILNU not ideal [adj] 

UNIQUER EINQRUU UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adj] 
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UNISIZE EIINSUZ made to fit all sizes [adj] 

UNISONS INNOSSU UNISON, complete agreement [n] 

UNITAGE AEGINTU amount in units [n -S] 

UNITARY AINRTUY pertaining to unit (specific quantity used as standard of measurement) [adj] 

UNITIES EIINSTU UNITY, state of being one single entity [n] 

UNRATED ADENRTU not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

UNRIPER EINPRRU UNRIPE, not ripe [adj] 

UNSAFER AEFNRSU UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] 

UNSIZED DEINSUZ not sized (to arrange according to size (physical proportions)) [adj] 

UNTAXED ADENTUX TAX, to place tax, charge imposed by authority for public purposes on [adj] 

UNTIMED DEIMNTU TIME, to determine speed or duration of [adj] 

UNTRACK ACKNRTU to cause to escape from slump [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTRIED DEINRTU not tried (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [adj] 

UNTRUER ENRRTUU UNTRUE, TRUE, consistent with fact or reality [adj] 

UNUSUAL ALNSUUU not usual [adj] 

UNWISER EINRSUW UNWISE, WISE, having wisdom [adj] 

UPLIGHT GHILPTU to light to higher degree [v -ED, -IT, -ING, -S] 

UPRATED ADEPRTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPRATES AEPRSTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPROARS AOPRRSU UPROAR, state of noisy excitement and confusion [n] 

UPSELLS ELLPSSU UPSELL, to try to sell customer something more expensive [v] 

UPSIZED DEIPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSIZES EIPSSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSKILL IKLLPSU to improve job skills of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPTEMPO EMOPPTU fast or lively tempo [n -S] 

UPTICKS CIKPSTU UPTICK, increase or rise [n] 

UPTREND DENPRTU tendency upward or toward growth [n -S] 

UPWARDS ADPRSUW upward (toward higher place or position) [adv] 

URBANER ABENRRU URBANE, refined and elegant [adj] 

USELESS EELSSSU serving no purpose [adj] 

USUALLY ALLSUUY ordinarily (in ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) manner) [adv] 

USURERS ERRSSUU USURER, one that practices usury, lending of money at exorbitant interest rate [n] 

USURIES EIRSSUU USURY, lending of money at exorbitant interest rate [n] 

USURPED DEPRSUU USURP, to seize and hold without legal authority [v] 

USURPER EPRRSUU one that usurps (to seize and hold without legal authority) [n -S] 

UTMOSTS MOSSTTU UTMOST, greatest degree or amount [n] 

UTTERLY ELRTTUY totally (completely (in complete (having all necessary parts) manner)) [adv] 
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V 

VACANCY AACCNVY quality or state of being vacant [n -CIES] 

VACUITY ACITUVY empty space [n -TIES] 

VACUOUS ACOSUUV empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

VACUUMS ACMSUUV VACUUM, space entirely devoid of matter [n] 

VAGUEST AEGSTUV VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] 

VAINEST AEINSTV VAIN, filled with undue admiration for oneself [adj] 

VALENCE ACEELNV degree of combining power of element or radical [n -S] 
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VALENCY ACELNVY valence (degree of combining power of element or radical) [n -CIES] 

VALUATE AAELTUV to appraise (to set value on) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VALUERS AELRSUV VALUER, one that values (to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of) [n] 

VALUING AGILNUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [v] 

VALUTAS AALSTUV VALUTA, agreed or exchange value of currency [n] 

VAMPIER AEIMPRV VAMPY, seductive [adj] 

VANLOAD AADLNOV quantity that van can carry [n -S] 

VANWARD AADNRVW toward front [adv] 

VARIANT AAINRTV variable (something that varies (to become or make different)) [n -S] 

VARIATE AAEIRTV to vary (to become or make different) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VARIERS AEIRRSV VARIER, one that varies (to become or make different) [n] 

VARIETY AEIRTVY something differing from others of same general kind [n -TIES] 

VARIOLA AAILORV smallpox (virus disease) [n -S] 

VARIOLE AEILORV foveola (small fovea) [n -S] 

VARIOUS AIORSUV of diverse kinds [adj] 

VASEFUL AEFLSUV as much as vase can hold [n -S] 

VASTEST AESSTTV VAST, of great extent or size [adj] 

VASTIER AEIRSTV VASTY, vast (of great extent or size) [adj] 

VASTITY AISTTVY vastness (quality or state of being vast) [n -TIES] 

VEALIER AEEILRV VEALY, immature [adj] 

VEINIER EEIINRV VEINY, full of veins [adj] 

VENALLY AELLNVY VENAL, open to bribery [adv] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENDERS DEENRSV VENDER, vendor (seller (one that sells (sell))) [n] 

VENDING DEGINNV VEND, to sell, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [v] 

VENDORS DENORSV VENDOR, seller, one that sells, [n] 

VENDUES DEENSUV VENDUE, public sale [n] 

VENTURE EENRTUV to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

VERIEST EEIRSTV VERY, absolute (free from restriction) [adj] 

VERNIER EEINRRV auxiliary scale used with main scale to obtain fine measurements [n -S] 

VERSINE EEINRSV trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

VERSINS EINRSSV VERSIN, versine (trigonometric function of angle) [n] 

VERSTES EERSSTV VERSTE, verst (Russian measure of distance) [n] 

VETTERS EERSTTV VETTER, one that evaluates something for approval [n] 

VIEWIER EEIIRVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

VIFFING FFGIINV VIFF, to change direction abruptly of vertical take-off aircraft [v] 

VIGOURS GIORSUV VIGOUR, vigor (active strength or force) [n] 

VILLAIN AIILLNV cruelly malicious person [n -S] 

VINIEST EIINSTV VINY, covered with vines [adj] 

VIRGATE AEGIRTV early English measure of land area [n -S] 

VISCOID CDIIOSV somewhat viscid [adj] 

VISCOUS CIOSSUV having relatively high resistance to flow [adj] 

VITALLY AILLTVY in vital (necessary to life) manner [adv] 

VITESSE EEISSTV speed [n -S] 

VIVIDER DEIIRVV VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adj] 

VOLUMED DELMOUV VOLUME, to send or give out in large quantities [v] 

VOLUMES ELMOSUV VOLUME, to send or give out in large quantities [v] 
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VUGGIER EGGIRUV VUGGY, abounding in vugs (small cavity in rock or lode) [adj] 
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W  

WACKEST ACEKSTW WACK, very bad [adj] 

WACKIER ACEIKRW WACKY, very irrational [adj] 

WAENESS AEENSSW woeness (sadness (state of being sad (unhappy))) [n -ES] 

WAKIKIS AIIKKSW WAKIKI, shell money of South Sea Islands [n] 

WANIEST AEINSTW WANEY, wany (waning in some parts) [adj] / WANY [adj] 

WANNESS AENNSSW quality of being wan (unnaturally pale) [n -ES] 

WANNEST AENNSTW WAN, unnaturally pale [adj] 

WANTAGE AAEGNTW something that is lacking [n -S] 

WANTERS AENRSTW WANTER, one that wants (to have desire for) [n] 

WARIEST AEIRSTW WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

WARMEST AEMRSTW WARM, moderately hot [adj] 

WARMISH AHIMRSW somewhat warm [adj] 

WARMTHS AHMRSTW WARMTH, warmness (state of being warm (moderately hot)) [n] 

WARTIER AEIRRTW WARTY, covered with warts [adj] 

WASHIER AEHIRSW WASHY, overly diluted [adj] 

WATTEST AESTTTW WAT, wet (covered or saturated with liquid) [adj] 

WAVIEST AEISTVW WAVY, having waves [adj] 

WEAKEST AEEKSTW WEAK, lacking strength [adj] 

WEAKISH AEHIKSW somewhat weak [adj] 

WEALTHS AEHLSTW WEALTH, great quantity of valuable material [n] 

WEALTHY AEHLTWY having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

WEARIER AEEIRRW WEARY, tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

WEEDBED BDDEEEW area of body of water having many weeds [n -S] 

WEENIER EEEINRW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEEPIER EEEIPRW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj] 

WEIGHED DEEGHIW WEIGH, to determine weight of [v] 

WEIGHER EEGHIRW one that weighs (to determine weight of) [n -S] 

WEIGHTS EGHISTW WEIGHT, to add weight (heaviness) to [v] 

WEIGHTY EGHITWY having great weight [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

WEIRDER DEEIRRW WEIRD, mysteriously strange [adj] 

WELSHED DEEHLSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELSHER EEHLRSW one that welshes, to fail to pay debt [n -S] 

WELSHES EEHLSSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WERGELD DEEGLRW price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law [n -S] 

WERGELT EEGLRTW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WERGILD DEGILRW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WETNESS EENSSTW state of being wet (covered or saturated with liquid) [n -ES] 

WETTEST EESTTTW WET, covered or saturated with liquid [adj] 

WHINIER EHIINRW WHINEY, whiny (tending to whine) [adj] / WHINY [adj] 

WHITEST EHISTTW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

WHITIER EHIIRTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WHOPPER EHOPPRW something unusually large [n -S] 

WIDENED DDEEINW WIDEN, to make wide or wider [v] 
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WIDENER DEEINRW one that widens (to make wide or wider) [n -S] 

WIFTIER EFIIRTW WIFTY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

WIGGIER EGGIIRW WIGGY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

WILDCAT ACDILTW to search for oil in area of doubtful productivity [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

WILDEST DEILSTW WILD, living in natural state [adj] 

WILIEST EIILSTW WILY, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

WIMPIER EIIMPRW WIMPY, weak, ineffectual [adj] 

WINDIER DEIINRW WINDY, marked by strong wind [adj] 

WINGIER EGIINRW WINGY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

WINIEST EIINSTW WINEY, winy (having taste or qualities of wine) [adj] 

WINLESS EILNSSW having no wins [adj] 

WINNING GIINNNW money won in game or competition [n -S]  

WITHIER EHIIRTW WITHY, flexible and tough [adj] 

WITTIER EIIRTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj] 

WOENESS EENOSSW sadness (state of being sad (unhappy (not happy))) [n -ES] 

WOMBIER BEIMORW WOMBY, hollow (not solid) [adj] 

WONKIER EIKNORW WONKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

WOOPIES EIOOPSW WOOPIE, well-off older person [n] / WOOPY [n] 

WOOZIER EIOORWZ WOOZY, dazed [adj] 

WORDAGE ADEGORW number of words used [n -S] 

WORDIER DEIORRW WORDY, using many or too many words [adj] 

WORLDLY DLLORWY pertaining to world (earth and all its inhabitants) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WORMIER EIMORRW WORMY, infested with worms [adj] 

WRONGER EGNORRW WRONG, not according to what is right, proper, or correct [adj] 

WRYNESS ENRSSWY state of being wry (contorted) [n -ES] 

WUSSIER EIRSSUW WUSSY, wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

X 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

Y 

YAPPIER AEIPPRY YAPPY, inclined to yap [adj] 

YARDERS ADERRSY YARDER, one having specified number of yards in length [n] 

YEELINS EEILNSY YEELIN, yealing (person of same age) [n] 

YOUNGER EGNORUY inferior in age [n -S] / YOUNG, being in early period of life or growth [adj] 

YOUNGER EGNORUY YOUNG, being in early period of life or growth [adj] 

YUCKIER CEIKRUY YUCKY, disgusting [adj] 

YUKKIER EIKKRUY YUKKY, yucky (disgusting) [adj] 

YUMMIER EIMMRUY YUMMY, delicious [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 7s 

Z 

ZANIEST AEINSTZ ZANY, ludicrously comical [adj] 

ZAPPIER AEIPPRZ ZAPPY, zippy (full of energy) [adj] 

ZECCHIN CCEHINZ zecchino, former gold coin of Italy [n -S] 

ZECHINS CEHINSZ zechin, zecchino, former gold coin of Italy [n] 
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ZENITHS EHINSTZ ZENITH, highest point [n] 

ZEROING EGINORZ ZERO, to aim at exact center of target [v] 

ZESTIER EEIRSTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZILCHES CEHILSZ ZILCH, nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [n] 

ZILLION IILLNOZ indeterminately large number [n -S] 

ZINGIER EGIINRZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 

ZIPOLAS AILOPSZ ZIPOLA, zippo (nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [n] 

ZIPPIER EIIPPRZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adj] 

ZIPPILY IILPPYZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adv] 

ZIPPING GIINPPZ ZIP, to move with speed and vigor [v] 

ZLOTIES EILOSTZ zloty, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

ZOOTIER EIOORTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 


	ACRIDLY ACDILRY in acrid (sharp and harsh to taste or smell) manner [adv]
	ACUTELY ACELTUY ACUTE, marked by sharpness or severity [adv]
	ADDEDLY ADDDELY additionally (in additional (pertaining to addition (something added)) manner) [adv]
	AFFABLY AABFFLY AFFABLE, easy to talk to [adv]
	AIRLESS AEILRSS having no air [adj]
	AIRSOME AEIMORS cold (having little or no warmth) [adj]
	ALBEDOS ABDELOS ALBEDO, ratio of light reflected by planet to that received by it [n]
	ALOOFLY AFLLOOY ALOOF, distant in interest or feeling [adv]
	ANGULAR AAGLNRU having sharp corners [adj]
	ANYTIME AEIMNTY at any time [adv]
	ANYWAYS AANSWYY anyway (in any way) [adv]
	ANYWISE AEINSWY in any way [adv]
	ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic (free from germs) [n -SES]
	ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj]
	B
	BANALLY AABLLNY BANAL, ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) [adv]
	BARLESS ABELRSS having no restraints [adj]
	BEVELED BDEEELV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v]
	BEVELER BEEELRV one that bevels (to cut at angle) [n -S]
	BLUFFLY BFFLLUY BLUFF, having broad front [adv]
	BRAWLIE ABEILRW splendidly (in splendid (magnificent) manner) [adv]
	BUFFEST BEFFSTU BUFF, having muscular physique [adj]
	CAISSON ACINOSS watertight chamber [n -S]
	CHEAPLY ACEHLPY in cheap (inexpensive) manner [adv]
	CHIEFLY CEFHILY above all [adv]
	CHOOSES CEHOOSS CHOOSE, to take by preference
	CLARITY ACILRTY state of being clear (clean and pure) [n -TIES]
	CLEANER ACEELNR CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] / one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n -S]
	CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv]
	CONCISE CCEINOS succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj -R, -ST]
	D
	DECAGON ACDEGNO ten-sided polygon [n -S]
	DOOZERS DEOORSZ DOOZER, extraordinary one of kind [n]
	DURABLY ABDLRUY DURABLE, able to withstand wear or decay [adv]
	E
	EFTSOON EFNOOST soon afterward [adv]
	ELLIPSE EEILLPS type of plane curve [n -S]
	ENDLESS DEELNSS enduring forever [adj]
	EVENERS EEENRSV EVENER, one that evens (to make even (flat and smooth)) [n]
	EVENEST EEENSTV EVEN, flat and smooth [adj]
	F
	FACTFUL ACFFLTU FACT, something known with certainty [adj]
	FADEDLY ADDEFLY FADE, to lose color or brightness [adv]
	FATTEST AEFSTTT FAT, having abundance of flesh [adj]
	FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj]
	FIFTHLY FFHILTY in fifth place [adv]
	FINALLY AFILLNY at end [adv]
	FIRSTLY FILRSTY before all others [adv]
	FOGLESS EFGLOSS having no fog [adj]
	FOULEST EFLOSTU FOUL, offensive to senses [adj]
	FULFILL FFILLLU to bring about accomplishment of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	FULFILS FFILLSU to fulfill (to bring about accomplishment of) [v]
	G
	GAINFUL AFGILNU profitable [adj]
	GAPLESS AEGLPSS having no gap [adj]
	GASKING AGGIKNS gasket (packing to make something fluid-tight) [n -S]
	GASLESS AEGLSSS having no gas [adj]
	GAUNTLY AGLNTUY GAUNT, emaciated [adv]
	GRAVELY AEGLRVY in grave (extremely serious) manner [adv]
	GROSSLY GLORSSY in gross (flagrant (extremely conspicuous)) manner [adv]
	H
	HITLESS EHILSST being without hit [adj]
	HOCKING CGHIKNO HOCK, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v]
	HUMIDLY DHILMUY in humid (having much humidity) manner [adv]
	I
	INAPTLY AILNPTY INAPT, not apt (suitable (appropriate)) [adv]
	J
	K
	KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v]
	L
	LAWLESS AELLSSW having no system of laws [adj]
	LEAKILY AEIKLLY LEAKY, tending to leak [adv]
	LEANEST AEELNST LEAN, having little fat [adj]
	LEVELLY EELLLVY in even (flat and smooth) manner [adv]
	LOCALLY ACLLLOY in particular area [adv]
	LOFTILY FILLOTY in lofty (extending high in air) manner [adv]
	LOOSELY ELLOOSY LOOSE, not firm, taut, or rigid [adv]
	LORDOMA ADLMOOR lordosis (curvature of spinal column) [n -S]
	LOWLILY ILLLOWY LOWLY, low in position or rank [adv]
	M
	MAJORLY AJLMORY mainly (for most part) [adv]
	MANWARD AADMNRW toward man [adv]
	MARROWY AMORRWY pithy (concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words))) [adj]
	MARSHAL AAHLMRS to put in proper order [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MESSIER EEIMRSS MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj]
	MESSILY EILMSSY in messy (dirty or untidy) manner [adv]
	MUGGILY GGILMUY in muggy (warm and humid) manner [adv]
	MUTABLY ABLMTUY MUTABLE, capable of change [adv]
	N
	NEATNIK AEIKNNT compulsively neat person [n -S]
	NEEDILY DEEILNY in needy (in state of poverty) manner [adv]
	NINTHLY HILNNTY in ninth place [adv]
	NOPLACE ACELNOP not in or at any place [adv]
	O
	OFTENER EEFNORT OFTEN, frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner) [adv]
	P
	PAYABLY AABLPYY PAYABLE, profitable [adv]
	PIEFORT EFIOPRT unusually thick coin [n -S]
	PLUSHLY HLLPSUY PLUSH, luxurious [adv]
	PRIMELY EILMPRY excellently (in excellent manner) [adv]
	PRISMOID DIIMOPRS geometric solid [n -S]
	Q
	QUEERLY EELQRUY in queer (deviating from expected or normal) manner [adv]
	QUICKLY CIKLQUY in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner [adv]
	R
	RAUNCHY ACHNRUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	ROUGHLY GHLORUY in rough (having uneven surface) manner [adv]
	S
	SEEDILY DEEILSY in seedy (containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality) manner [adv]
	SOMEHOW EHMOOSW by some means [adv]
	SOMEWAY AEMOSWY somehow (by some means) [adv]
	SQUALID ADILQSU marked by filthiness caused by neglect or poverty [adj -ER, -EST]
	SQUALOR ALOQRSU quality or state of being squalid (marked by filthiness caused by neglect or poverty ) [n -S]
	STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj]
	STEEPLY EELPSTY in steep (inclined sharply) manner [adv]
	SUBOVAL ABLOSUV nearly oval [adj]
	T
	TENTHLY EHLNTTY in tenth place [adv]
	TERSELY EELRSTY TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adv]
	U
	UPWARDS ADPRSUW upward (toward higher place or position) [adv]
	USELESS EELSSSU serving no purpose [adj]
	USUALLY ALLSUUY ordinarily (in ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) manner) [adv]
	V
	VANWARD AADNRVW toward front [adv]
	VITALLY AILLTVY in vital (necessary to life) manner [adv]
	W
	X
	Y
	Z
	ZIPPILY IILPPYZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adv]

